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Introduction

Windows Server 2008 shipped with several server roles
that provide application services such as Active Directory,
web services, thin client Terminal Services, video streaming
media services, server virtualization services, and many
others. This book focuses on the services specific to server
virtualization called Hyper-V.

Hyper-V enables an organization to consolidate several phys-
ical server systems into a single host server while still provid-
ing isolation between virtual guest session application
operations. With an interest to decrease costs in managing
their information technology (IT) infrastructure, organiza-
tions are virtualizing servers. Bringing multiple physical
servers into a single host server decreases the cost of
purchasing and maintaining multiple physical server
systems, decreases the cost of electricity and air-cooling
systems to maintain the physical servers, and enables an
organization to go “green” (by decreasing the use of natural
resources in the operation of physical server systems).

In addition to covering Hyper-V virtualization in this book,
the System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 (VMM
2008) product is also covered. VMM 2008 adds manage-
ment capabilities to Hyper-V. VMM 2008 enables an admin-
istrator view and administer virtual guest sessions more
easily, delegate administrative rights to others in the
management of guest sessions, and use helpful tools to
perform specific functions and tasks. Specific functions and
tasks supported in VMM 2008 include the ability to take a
production server and convert the server to a virtual guest
image. In addition, VMM 2008 will take an existing virtual
session and convert the image into a Hyper-V virtual guest
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session. These tools make managing, administering, and supporting a Hyper-V session
much easier for the administrator.

The authors of this book had the opportunity to work with Windows Server 2008 for more
than three years before it was released, and have been involved in the development and
deployment of Hyper-V in production environments since the product inception.

It is our hope that we can provide you, the reader of our book, with a lot of really valuable
information—not basic marketing fluff that talks about features and functions in Hyper-V
and System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008, but to really dig down into the prod-
ucts and share with you best practices for planning, preparing, implementing, and
supporting a Windows 2008 Hyper-V-based virtual environment.

The thing about being involved with a product so early on is that our first experiences with
Hyper-V and VMM were without any documentation, without help files that provided
guidance, and without any shared experiences from others. We had to learn the technolo-
gies from experience, usually the hard way, but that has given us a distinct advantage of
knowing the products forward and backward, better than anyone could ever imagine.

So, the pages of this book are filled with years of experience with Hyper-V and VMM
2008, live production environment best practices, and tips and tricks that we hope will
help you design, plan, prototype, implement, administer, and support a Windows 2008-
based server virtualization environment!

This book is organized into five parts, each part focusing on key Hyper-V and VMM areas,
with chapters making up each part. The parts of this book are as follows:

. Part I: Windows 2008 Hyper-V Overview—This part provides an introduction to
Hyper-V not only from the perspective of a general technology overview, but also to
note what is truly new in Hyper-V that made it compelling enough for organizations
to implement the technology in beta in a production environments. We also cover
basic planning, prototype testing, and migration techniques. This part also covers
running tools to assess physical servers for consolidation to virtual guest sessions
and the process of architecting an enterprise virtual host environment.

. Part II: Windows 2008 Hyper-V Host and Guest Installation—This part covers the
installation of Hyper-V from the perspective of both the host server and the guest
virtual sessions. The server installation includes the setup and configuration of
Windows Server 2008 and the specific versions that support Hyper-V virtualization.
The guest session installation covers the installation of both Microsoft Windows and
non-Windows guests that are supported as virtual server sessions within a Hyper-V
host environment.

. Part III: Administering and Maintaining Hyper-V Host Services—This part covers
the management, administration, optimization, and maintenance of the Hyper-V
host with the tools that come out of the box with Windows Server 2008. As with
any application, Hyper-V is best run when the system is properly installed and
configured with specific focus on optimizing the memory, disk storage, and process-
ing capabilities of the underlying hardware. Hyper-V distributes resources of a host
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server across guest sessions, and thus it is important to have the right hardware and
system optimization in place.

. Part IV: System Center Virtual Machine Manager in a Hyper-V Environment—
Hyper-V and Windows Server 2008 provide administrative tools for Hyper-V, but the
addition of the System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 product on top of
Hyper-V provides significant enhancements for the management and operations of
virtual guest sessions and host-level configuration options. VMM 2008 allows for the
extraction of physical server configurations down to virtual guest sessions and for
the management of virtual guest templates and ISO disc image files and the provi-
sioning of guest session.

. Part V: Maintaining Guest Session Uptime in a Hyper-V Environment—This last
part of the book covers guest session uptime, debugging, and problem solving
intended to help administrators maintain a reliable host and guest virtual environ-
ment. Disaster recovery and high availability of guest applications are addressed with
regard to the clustering of hosts and guest sessions. In addition, this part addresses
application-level high-availability and disaster-recovery technologies built in to com-
mon applications in use today.

We hope that our real-world experience with Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V virtualization
and our commitment to share that planning, implementation, and support of Hyper-V
information will help get you up-to-speed on the latest in virtual server software!
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Windows Server 2008
Hyper-V Technology

Primer
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Sessions

. Ensuring High Availability of a
Hyper-V Host Server

Hyper-V is a long-awaited technology that has been antic-
ipated to help Microsoft leap past rival virtual server tech-
nologies such as VMware and XenServer. Although
Microsoft has had a virtual server technology for a few
years, the features and capabilities have always lagged
behind its competitors. Windows Server 2008 was written
to provide enhanced virtualization technologies through a
rewrite of the Windows kernel itself to support virtual
server capabilities equal to, if not better than, other options
on the market. This chapter introduces the Hyper-V server
role in Windows Server 2008 and provides best practices
that organizations can follow to leverage the capabilities of
server virtualization to lower costs and improve the
manageability of an organization’s network server
environment.

What Is Server Virtualization and
Microsoft Hyper-V?
Server virtualization is the ability for a single system to host
multiple guest operating system sessions, effectively taking
advantage of the processing capabilities of very powerful
servers. Most servers in data centers run under 5% to 10%
processor utilization, meaning that excess capacity on the
servers goes unused. By combining the workloads of multi-
ple servers onto a single system, an organization can better
utilize the processing power available in its networking
environment.
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Virtualization as an IT Organization Strategy

Just 2 to 3 years ago, virtualization was used primarily as a test environment solution for
information technology (IT) departments. If an IT administrator wanted to test new soft-
ware, rather than building up a full physical server and loading software on that system,
the administrator would install the software on a virtual server system and fiddle with the
software off the virtual server. A virtual server enabled the IT administrator to load up
several different test systems without purchasing or setting up separate computer systems.
However, virtual servers were not considered reliable or robust enough to handle the day-
to-day demands of an organization’s IT needs. Much of that belief stemmed from the limi-
tations of computer hardware capacity that existed just half a decade ago; server systems
were underutilized but still taking up 20% to 30% of system capacity.

Virtualization Driven by Hardware Capabilities
Only recently, with the release of dual-core or quad-core processors and 64-bit operating
systems, have servers gone from having 2 or 4 core processors to easily 8 to 16 core
processors, and from 4GB of RAM to 16, 32, or 64GB of RAM. Now instead of running at
20% to 30% capacity, servers are running at 2% to 3% capacity.

Virtualization Driven by the Desire to Go “Green”
Whereas hardware provided significant excess capacity to consolidate server processes into
fewer server systems, the social interest to go “green” has driven organizations to decrease
their power consumption and improve their resource utilization. Virtualization enables an
organization to decrease the number of physical computers they need to purchase, and in
doing so also decreases the power and air-conditioning cooling demands that physical
computer systems require. An organization that can decrease the physical number of its
servers by 50% to 75% can decrease their electrical power requirements by a similar
percentage.

Virtualization also decreases the computer data center “sprawl,” whereas the increase of
physical servers in the recent past caused organizations to continue to increase the
square footage of their data centers. With virtualization physical server systems, an orga-
nization can decrease the size of their data centers and decrease the overall footprint
required to host their information systems.

Virtualization Driven by Lower Costs
Many organizations now realize that fewer server systems and lower demands on electrical
power, air-conditioning costs, and the decrease in data center space are lowering the cost
of IT operations. To increase profitability, or just to manage overhead costs, virtualization
enables organizations to decrease costs and better utilize IT resources.

Microsoft Hyper-V Server as a Role in Windows Server 2008

Microsoft has simplified the process of adding virtualization into a network environment
by including Hyper-V virtualization in the x64-bit version of Windows Server 2008. As
organizations install Windows Server 2008 into their environment, they can just run the
Server Manager tool in Windows 2008 and choose to install the Hyper-V role, shown in
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Figure 1.1 (along with a system reboot); the Windows 2008 server is then ready to start
adding virtual guests to the system. 1

Hyper-V on a Familiar Operating System
Unlike some other server virtualization systems that are hosted on the Linux operating
system (VMware ESX) or proprietary host systems, Hyper-V runs right on a familiar
Microsoft Windows Server operating system. Network administrators do not need to learn
a new operating system, management system, or specialized tools. Early adopters of
Hyper-V, even without documentation or training, have been able to install the Hyper-V
server role, finding it just like installing any other server role (such as installing domain
name service [DNS], media services, Internet Information Services [IIS] web services, and
the like).

The administrative tools for Hyper-V, shown in Figure 1.2, are also just like any other
administrative tool in Windows. Therefore, the creation of virtual guest sessions, the
monitoring of those sessions, and the administration of guest sessions is a familiar process
for IT administrators.

The ease of learning, using, and supporting Hyper-V has been a huge factor in organiza-
tions adopting Hyper-V for their virtual server environments.

Microsoft Applications on a Microsoft Virtual Server
A concern for organizations relative to virtualization in a production environment is the
support they will receive from their software vendors (Microsoft, Oracle, IBM, and the

FIGURE 1.1 Hyper-V as a Windows 2008 role.
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FIGURE 1.2 Hyper-V administrative tools.

like). Whereas software vendors readily support their applications on physical hardware
systems, they have not necessarily fully supported their applications on virtualized
systems.

With the release of Hyper-V virtualization from Microsoft, however, Microsoft has openly
announced full support for their current versions of applications running in a Hyper-V
virtualized environment. So, products such as Exchange Server 2007 with Service Pack 1
and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 with Service Pack 1 are all directly supported.
No longer will IT administrators have to worry about finger pointing resulting from server
software not being supported by their vendor because the application was installed on a
virtualized server rather than a physical server.

A single phone call to Microsoft tech support can provide an IT administrator support for
both their Microsoft application and their Microsoft virtual server environment.

Hyper-V Support More Than Just Windows Guest Sessions
With the release of Hyper-V, Microsoft made a concerted effort to ensure that Hyper-V not
only supports Windows guest sessions (like Windows 2003 and Windows 2008), but also
non-Windows guest sessions running Linux. By providing support for a variety of guest
sessions, Microsoft is enabling organizations to consolidate both their Windows and non-
Windows server systems onto fewer Hyper-V host servers.

1 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Technology Primer
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1

Choosing to Virtualize Servers
The section “Virtualization as an IT Organization Strategy” identified basic reasons why
organizations have chosen to virtualize their physical servers into virtual guest sessions.
However, organizations also benefit from server virtualization in several areas.
Organizations can use virtualization in test and development environments. They can also
use virtualization to minimize the number of physical servers in an environment, and to
leverage the capabilities of simplified virtual server images in high-availability and disas-
ter-recovery scenarios.

Virtualization for Test and Development Environments

Server virtualization got its start in test and development environments in IT organiza-
tions. The simplicity of adding a single host server and loading up multiple guest virtual
sessions to test applications or develop multiserver scenarios without having to buy and
manage multiple physical servers was extremely attractive. Today, with physical servers
with 4, 8, or 16 core processors in a single system with significant performance capacity,
organizations can host dozens of test and development virtual server sessions just by
setting up 1 or 2 host servers.

With administrative tools built in to the virtual server host systems, the guest sessions can
be connected together or completely isolated from one another, providing virtual local
area networks (LANs) that simulate a production environment. In addition, an administra-
tor can create a single base virtual image with, for example, Windows Server 2003
Enterprise Edition on it, and can save that base image as a template. To create a “new
server” whenever desired, the administrator just has to make a duplicate copy of the base
template image and boot that new image. Creating a server system takes 5 minutes in a
virtual environment. In the past, the administrator would have to acquire hardware,
configure the hardware, shove in the Windows Server CD, and wait 20 to 30 minutes
before the base configuration was installed. And then after the base configuration was
installed, it was usually another 30 to 60 minutes to download and install the latest
service packs and patches before the system was ready.

With the addition of provisioning tools, such as Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine
Manager 2008 (VMM), covered in Chapter 11, “Using Virtual Machine Manager 2008 for
Provisioning,” the process of creating new guest images from templates and the ability to
delegate the provisioning process to others greatly simplifies the process of making virtual
guest sessions available for test and development purposes.

Virtualization for Server Consolidation

Another common use of server virtualization is consolidating physical servers, as covered
in the section “What Is Server Virtualization and Microsoft Hyper-V?” Organizations that
have undertaken concerted server consolidation efforts have been able to decrease the
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number of physical servers by upward of 60% to 80%. It’s usually very simple for an orga-
nization to decrease the number of physical servers by at least 25% to 35% simply by
identifying low-usage, single-task systems.

Servers such as domain controllers, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers,
web servers, and the like are prime candidates for virtualization because they are typically
running on simple “pizza box” servers (thin 1 unit high rack-mounted systems). Chapter
3, “Planning, Sizing, and Architecting a Hyper-V Environment,” shows you how to iden-
tify servers that are prime candidates for virtualization and server consolidation.

Beyond just taking physical servers and doing a one-for-one replacement as virtual servers
in an environment, many organizations are realizing they just have too many servers
doing the same thing and underutilized because of lack of demand or capacity. The excess
capacity may have been projected based on organizational growth expectations that never
materialized or has since been reduced due to organization consolidation.

Server consolidation also means that organizations can now decrease their number of sites
and data centers to fewer, centralized data centers. When wide area network (WAN)
connections were extremely expensive and not completely reliable, organizations distrib-
uted servers to branch offices and remote locations. Today, however, the need for a fully
distributed data environment has greatly diminished because the cost of Internet connec-
tivity has decreased, WAN performance has increased, WAN reliability has drastically
improved, and applications now support full-feature robust web capabilities.

Don’t think of server consolidation as just taking every physical server and making it a
virtual server. Instead, spend a few moments to think about how to decrease the number
of physical (and virtual) systems in general, and then virtualize only the number of
systems required. Because it is easy to provision a new virtual server, if additional capacity
is required, it doesn’t take long to spin up a new virtual server image to meet the
demands of the organization. This ease contrasts starkly with requirements in the past:
purchasing hardware and spending the better part of a day configuring the hardware and
installing the base Windows operating system on the physical use system.

Virtualization as a Strategy for Disaster Recovery and High
Availability

Most use organizations realize a positive spillover effect from virtualizing their environ-
ments: They create higher availability and enhance their disaster-recovery potential, and
thus fulfill other IT initiatives. Disaster recovery and business continuity is on the minds
of most IT professionals, effectively how to quickly bring back online servers and systems
in the event of a server failure or in the case of a disaster (natural disaster or other).
Without virtualization, disaster-recovery plans generally require the addition (to a physical
data center perhaps already bloated with too many servers) of even more servers to create
redundancy (both in the data center and in a remote location).

Virtualization has greatly improved an organization’s ability to actually implement a disas-
ter-recovery plan. As physical servers are virtualized and the organization begins to
decrease physical server count by 25%, 50%, or more, the organization can then repurpose
spare systems as redundant servers or as hosts for redundant virtual images both within

1 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Technology Primer
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the data center and in remote locations for redundant data sites. Many organizations have
found their effort to consolidate servers is negated because even though they virtualized
half their servers, they went back and added twice as many servers to get redundancy and
fault tolerance. However, the net of the effort is that the organization has been able to get
disaster recovery in place without adding additional physical servers to the network.

After virtualizing servers as guest images, organizations are finding that a virtualized image
is very simple to replicate; after all, it’s typically nothing more than a single file sitting on
a server. In its simplest form, an organization can just “pause” the guest session temporar-
ily, “copy” the virtual guest session image, and then “resume” the guest session to bring it
back online. The copy of the image has all the information of the server. The image can
be used to re-create a scenario in a test lab environment; or it can be saved so that in the
event that the primary image fails, the copy can be booted and bring the server immedi-
ately back up and running. There are more elegant ways to replicate an image file, as
covered in the section “Using Guest Clustering to Protect a Virtual Guest Session” in
Chapter 12, “Application-Level Failover and Disaster Recovery in a Hyper-V
Environment.” However, the ability for an IT department to bring up a failed server
within a data center or remotely has been greatly simplified though virtualization
technologies.

Understanding Microsoft’s Virtualization Strategy
Microsoft jumped into the virtualization market several years behind its competitors.
Being relatively new to the virtualization space, Microsoft had some catching up to do.

Acquisition of Virtual PC

Microsoft jumped into the virtualization market through the acquisition of a company
called Connectix in 2003. At the time of the acquisition, Virtual PC provided a virtual
session of Windows on either a Windows system or on a Macintosh computer system.
Virtual PC was used largely by organizations testing server software or performing demos
of Windows systems on desktop and laptop systems. Virtual PC for the Mac enabled
Macintosh users to run Windows on their Macintosh computers.

Microsoft later dropped the development of Virtual PC for the Mac. However, they contin-
ued to develop virtualization for Windows systems with the release of Virtual PC 2007.
Virtual PC 2007 enables users running Windows XP or Windows Vista to install, config-
ure, and run virtual guest sessions of Windows Server or even non-Windows operating
systems.

Microsoft Virtual Server

Virtual PC is targeted at those operating under an operating system that is typically opti-
mized for personal or individual applications. It does not scale for a data center wanting
to run four, eight, or more sessions on a single system. At the time of the acquisition of
Connectix, Connectix was developing a virtual server solution to allow for the operation
of virtualization technologies on a Windows 2003 host server system.
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Because a Windows Server 2003 system provides more RAM availability, supports multiple
processors, and generally has more capacity and capabilities than a desktop client system,
Microsoft Virtual Server provided organizations with more capabilities for server-based
virtualization in a production environment.

Virtual Server 2005

Although the initial Virtual Server acquired through the Connectix acquisition provided
basic server virtualization capabilities, it wasn’t until Virtual Server 2005 that Microsoft
had its first internally developed product. Virtual Server 2005 provided better support and
integration into a Windows 2003 environment, better support for multiprocessor systems
and systems with more RAM, and better integration and support with other Microsoft
server products.

In just two years, Microsoft went from having no virtual server technologies to a second-
generation virtual server product; however, even with Virtual Server 2005, Microsoft was
still far behind its competitors.

Virtual Server 2005 R2

Over the subsequent two years, Microsoft released two major updates to Virtual Server
2005 with the release of an R2 edition of the Virtual Server 2005 product and a service
pack for the R2 edition. Virtual Server 2005 R2 Service Pack 1 provides the following
capabilities:

. Virtual Server host clustering—This technology allows an organization to cluster
host systems to one another, thus allowing guest sessions to have higher redundancy
and reliability.

. x64 host support—x64 host support means that organizations had the capability to
use the 64-bit version of Windows 2003 as the host operating system, thus providing
better support for more memory and system capacity found in x64-bit systems.
Guest operating systems, however, are still limited to x86 platforms.

. Hardware-assisted virtualization—New to processors released from Intel (Intel VT)
and AMD (AMD-V) are processors that provide better distribution of processor
resources to virtual guest sessions.

. iSCSI support—This technology allows virtual guest sessions to connect to iSCSI
storage systems, thus providing better storage management and storage access for
the guest sessions running on a virtual server host.

. Support for more than 16GB virtual disk sizes—Virtual disk sizes can reach 2TB
in size, thus enabling organizations to have guest sessions with extremely large
storage capacity.

These capabilities—among other capabilities of the latest Virtual Server 2005 product—
brought Microsoft closer to its competition in the area of server virtualization.

1 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Technology Primer
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Integration of Hypervisor Technology in Windows Server 2008

To leap beyond its competition in the area of server virtualization, Microsoft had to make
some significant changes to the operating system that hosted its next-generation virtual
server technology. With Windows 2008 in development, Microsoft took the opportunity
to add in a core technology to Windows 2008 that provided the basis of Microsoft’s future
dominance in server virtualization. The core technology is called hypervisor, which effec-
tively is a layer within the host operating system that provides better support for guest
operating systems. Microsoft calls their hypervisor-based technology Hyper-V.

Before the inclusion of Hyper-V in Windows 2008, the Virtual Server application sat on
top of the host operating system and effectively required all guest operating systems to
share system resources, such as network communications, video-processing capabilities,
and memory allocation. In the event that the host operating system has a system failure
of something like the host network adapter driver, all guest sessions fail to communicate
on the network. This monolithic approach is similar to how most server virtualization
technologies operate.

Technologies such as VMware ESX and Hyper-V leverage a hypervisor-based technology
that allows the guest operating systems to effectively communicate directly with system
resources without having to pass through the host operating system. In some instances,
the hypervisor manages shared guest session resources, and in other cases passes guest
session requests directly to the hardware layer of the system. By ensuring better indepen-
dence of systems’ communications, the hypervisor-supported environment provides orga-
nizations better scalability, better performance, and ultimately, better reliability of the core
virtual host environment.

Hyper-V is available in Windows 2008 Standard, Enterprise, and Datacenter editions. Each
of these SKUs is available with and without Hyper-V; so from product launch in February
2008, Windows 2008 has been ready to be a virtual server host system.

NOTE

Hyper-V in Windows 2008 is supported only on x64-bit systems that have hardware-
assisted virtualization support. Therefore, an organization cannot load up the 32-bit ver-
sion of Windows 2008 and try to set up virtual guest sessions on the 32-bit host
version of Windows.

What’s New in Hyper-V
Many long-awaited features and technologies are built in to Hyper-V. These enable
Microsoft to compete with other server virtualization products on the market and provide
incremental capabilities requested by IT organizations. These Hyper-V capabilities provide
better support for host functionality, administration support, guest session support, and
improvements in server reliability.
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New Features That Provide Better Virtual Host Capabilities

The broadest improvements made by Microsoft to the virtual host capabilities of Hyper-V
are the core functions added in to Windows Server 2008 that relate to security, perfor-
mance, and reliability. However, the addition of a new virtual switch capability in Hyper-V
provides greater flexibility in managing network communications among guest images,
and between guest images and an organization’s internetworking infrastructure.

Effectively, Windows Server 2008 and Hyper-V leverage the built-in capabilities of
Windows 2008 along with specific Hyper-V components to improve overall support,
administration, management, and operations of a Hyper-V host server. When Hyper-V
host server is joined to a Microsoft Active Directory environment, the host server can be
managed and administered just like any other application server in the Active Directory
environment. Security is centralized and managed through the use of Active Directory
organizational units, groups, and user administrators. Monitoring of the Hyper-V host
server and its guest sessions is done through the same tools organizations use to monitor
and manage their existing Windows server systems.

Security policies, patch management policies, backup procedures, and the corresponding
tools and utilities used to support other Windows server systems can be used to support
the Hyper-V host server system. The Hyper-V host server becomes just another managed
Windows server on the network.

Also important is the requirement for the Hyper-V host server to run on a 64-bit system,
to not only take advantage of hardware-assisted virtualization processors like the AMD64
and Intel IA-32E and EM64T (x64) but also to provide more memory in the host server to
distribute among guest sessions. When a 32-bit host server was limited to about 4GB of
RAM memory, there weren’t too many ways to divide that memory among guest sessions
in which guests could run any business application. With 64-bit host servers supporting
8GB, 16GB, 32GB, or more, however, guest sessions can easily take 4GB or 8GB of
memory each and still leave room for other guest sessions, tasks, and functions.

Unlike multiple physical servers that might be connected to different network switches,
the guest sessions on a Hyper-V host all reside within a single server. Therefore, the virtual
switch capability built in to the Hyper-V Administration tool and shown in Figure 1.3
enables the Hyper-V administrator to create special network segments and associate virtual
guest sessions to specific network adapters in the host server to ensure that virtual guests
can be connected to network segments that meet the needs of the organization.

New Features That Provide Better Administration Support

Hyper-V guest sessions can be administered by two separate tools. One tool, the Hyper-V
Administration tool, comes free out of the box with Windows Server 2008. The other tool,
System Center VMM, can be purchased separately. Some overlap exists between what the
Hyper-V Administration tool and the VMM tool do. For the most part, however, the built-
in tool enables you to start and stop guest sessions and to take snapshots of the sessions
for image backup and recovery. The VMM tool provides all those capabilities, too. But, it
also enables an administrator to organize images across different administrative groups, as
shown in Figure 1.4. Thus, the VMM tool allows for the creation and management of

1 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Technology Primer
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FIGURE 1.3 Virtual switch capability in Hyper-V.

template images for faster and easier image provisioning, provides a way to create a virtual
image from existing physical or running virtual sessions, and provides clustering of virtual
images across multiple VMM manage host servers.

New Features That Provide Better Guest Support

Hyper-V added several new features that provide better support for guest sessions, such as
64-bit guest support, support for non-Windows guest sessions, and support for dedicated
processors in guest sessions.

Hyper-V added the ability to support not only 32-bit guest sessions as earlier versions of
Microsoft’s Virtual Server 2005 product provided, but also 64-bit guest sessions. This
improvement allows guest sessions to run some of the latest 64-bit-only application soft-
ware from Microsoft and other vendors, such as Exchange Server 2007. And although
some applications will run in either 32-bit or 64-bit versions, for organizations looking for
faster information processing, or support for more than 4GB of RAM, the 64-bit guest
session provides the same capabilities as if the organization were running the application
on a dedicated physical 64-bit server system.

With Hyper-V, you can also dedicate one, two, or four processor cores to a virtual guest
session. Instead of aggregating the performance of all the Hyper-V host server’s processors
and dividing the processing performance for the guest images somewhat equally, an
administrator can dedicate processors to guest images to ensure higher performance for
the guest session. With hardware supporting two or four quad-core processors in a single
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FIGURE 1.4 System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 administration organization.

server system, there are plenty of processors in servers these days to appropriately allocate
processing speed to the server guests that require more performance.

Support for non-Windows guests, such as Linux, was an indication from Microsoft that
they are serious about providing multiplatform support within their Hyper-V host servers.
Linux servers are not only supported to run as guest sessions on Hyper-V, but Microsoft
has developed integration tools to better support Linux guest integration into a managed
Hyper-V host environment.

More on guest session support and the implementation of virtual guest server sessions in
Chapter 5, “Installing a Guest Session on Hyper-V.”

New Features That Provide Better Reliability Capabilities

Another critical area of improvement in Hyper-V is its support for capabilities that
improve reliability and recoverability of the Hyper-V host and guest environments. The
technologies added to Windows 2008 and Hyper-V are clustering technologies as well as
server snapshot technologies.

Clustering is supported on Hyper-V both for host clustering and guest clustering. The clus-
tering capabilities allow redundancy both at the host server level and the Hyper-V guest
level, with both areas of clustering greatly improving the uptime that can be created for
applications. More on clustering in Chapter 12 in the section, “Application-Level Failover
and Disaster Recovery in a Hyper-V Environment.”

1 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Technology Primer
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Another capability added to Hyper-V for better reliability is the ability to take snapshots of
virtual guest sessions, as shown in Figure 1.5. A snapshot allows the state of a guest image
to be retained so that at any time an administrator wants to roll back to the state of the
image at the time of the snapshot, the information all exists. This capability is used
frequently to take a snapshot before a patch or update is applied so that the organization
can, if need be, quickly and easily roll back to that image. Snapshots are also used for
general recovery purposes. If a database becomes corrupted or an image no longer works,
the network administrator can roll back the image to a point before the corruption or
system problems started to occur.

Determining What Is Needed to Virtualize Servers
Hyper-V is supported on both the host server side and the guest image side. Hyper-V runs
on a Windows Server 2008 system, but not all versions of Windows 2008 allow installa-
tion of the Hyper-V role. Likewise, Microsoft does not support all operating systems as
guest images. So, you want to ensure that both host and guest images are supported. This
section covers what is needed to support virtual hosts and guest sessions.

Versions of Windows Server 2008 That Host Hyper-V

Windows 2008 comes in several versions: Web Server, Standard, Enterprise, and
Datacenter. It also comes in a version called Server Core, which is a version of Windows
2008 that provides a lighter, GUI-less version of Windows 2008. Hyper-V runs only on the

FIGURE 1.5 Snapshots in the Hyper-V Administration tool.
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Standard, Enterprise, and Datacenter versions of Windows 2008 (not on Web Server), and
it runs only on the x64-bit version of Windows.

NOTE

Technically, Hyper-V also runs on the Itanium version of Windows 2008 and provides the
ability to run 32-bit Itanium guest sessions. From the experience of the authors of this
book, however, Itanium-based virtualization is rarely implemented. Most organizations
implement the x64-bit version of Hyper-V to support standard 32-bit and 64-bit applica-
tions. Therefore, this book makes very little reference to and spends very little time
addressing the Itanium version of Hyper-V.

From a licensing standpoint, Microsoft allows organizations to purchase and use Windows
2008 at a lower cost with a version of Windows 2008 x64-bit that does not support Hyper-
V. This version is more likely purchased by an organization using a virtualization product
from a third-party vendor and not planning to use the Hyper-V capabilities.

Windows Server 2008 x64-bit, Enterprise Edition
Windows Server 2008 x64-bit Enterprise Edition is the most common version of Windows
purchased for a Hyper-V host server for virtualization. The x64-bit version is needed to
support both 32-bit and 64-bit guest sessions and provides the ability to support up to 2TB
of RAM.

NOTE

A Hyper-V host cannot run on the 32-bit (x86) version of Windows Server 2008. For the
Hyper-V role to show up on the server for installation, the host server must have the
x64-bit version of Windows Server 2008 installed.

Microsoft is licensing the Enterprise Edition of Windows 2008 in a manner that allows an
organization to run up to four guest sessions on the server without the need to purchase
additional Windows server licenses. So effectively, an organization can purchase one
Enterprise Edition of Windows 2008 and run four Windows 2008 Enterprise Edition guest
sessions for free.

NOTE

The Windows 2008 Enterprise Edition provides licensing support for four guest ses-
sions under the single cost of the purchase of the Enterprise Edition server software.
However, an organization can run more than four guest sessions on the Enterprise
server system. Each Hyper-V guest session beyond the first four systems requires the
purchase of the appropriate server license, whether that be a Standard Edition license
or Enterprise Edition license. So, an organization running seven guest sessions would
purchase a copy of Windows 2008 Enterprise Edition for the host, run the first four
guest sessions for free, and be required to purchase three additional server licenses to
support all seven guest sessions running on the system.
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As an Enterprise Windows 2008 server, the host system and any of the Enterprise guest
sessions are capable of extremely large-scale processing and memory functions, clustering,
and Active Directory Federation Services.

The Enterprise Edition, with support for server clustering, can provide organizations with
true 24×7, 99.999% uptime capabilities required in high-availability environments.
Windows Server 2008, Enterprise Edition supports a wide variety of regularly available
server systems, thus allowing an organization its choice of hardware vendor systems to
host its Windows 2008 application needs.

Windows Server 2008 x64-bit, Standard Edition
While the Windows Server 2008, Standard Edition is a common server version of the oper-
ating system for basic server functions (domain controllers, DNS servers, DHCP servers,
and the like), and while the x64-bit version of the Standard Edition of Windows 2008
supports Hyper-V virtualization, most organizations still purchase the Enterprise Edition of
Windows 2008 for their Hyper-V hosts. They do so because the Standard Edition of
Windows 2008 provides licensing support for the host server plus one additional guest
session. Each guest session beyond the first session requires the organization to buy addi-
tional server licenses. By the time the organization adds two or three guest sessions to a
Standard Edition host, the organization would have been better off buying the Enterprise
Edition host and run up to four additional sessions at no additional cost.

NOTE

If a Windows 2008 server host is running Hyper-V on a Standard Edition of Windows,
the guest sessions under the host can be Enterprise Edition guests. However, the one
additional free guest session running under the Standard Edition host is for a Standard
Edition guest. So, to run Enterprise guests under a Standard host, all the guest ses-
sions much run under purchased licenses of the Windows Enterprise Edition of the
software.

The Standard Edition of Windows 2008 x64-bit provides support for up to 32GB of
memory, which is plenty of memory to run several guest sessions within the 32GB host
limit. The Standard Edition of Windows is a good version of the operating system to
support domain controllers, utility servers (such as DNS or DHCP), file servers, print
servers, media servers, SharePoint servers, Network Policy and Access Services systems, and
so on. Most organizations, large and small, find the capabilities of the Standard Edition
sufficient for most network services.

Windows Server 2008, Datacenter Edition
Windows Server 2008, Datacenter Edition is a high-end hardware version of the operating
system that supports very large-scale data center operations. The Datacenter Edition
supports organizations that need more than 16-way symmetric multiprocessing, or
memory up to 2TB, or clustering beyond 8 nodes. The Datacenter Edition is focused at
organizations that need scale-up server technology to support a large centralized data
warehouse on one or limited numbers of server clusters.
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Based on Microsoft’s licensing of the Datacenter Edition, an organization that properly
licenses Datacenter based on the number of processors of the Datacenter host server has
the right to install an unlimited number of guest sessions at no additional cost for
Windows server licensing for the guest sessions.

As noted in Chapter 7, “Optimizing the Hyper-V Host Server and Guest Sessions,” on
performance and capacity analysis, an organization can scale out or scale up its server
applications. Scale out refers to an application that performs better when it is distributed
across multiple servers, whereas scale up refers to an application that performs better when
more processors are added to a single system. Typical scale-out applications include web
server services, electronic messaging systems, and file and print servers. In those cases, orga-
nizations are better off distributing the application server functions to multiple Windows
Server 2008, Standard Edition or Enterprise Edition systems. However, applications that
scale up, such as e-commerce, data warehousing applications, or potentially server virtual-
ization, benefit from having all the data and processing on a single server cluster. For these
applications, Windows Server 2008, Datacenter Edition provides better centralized scaled
performance and the added benefit of fault tolerance and failover capabilities.

Windows Server 2008 Server Core
New to Windows 2008 is a Server Core version of the operating system. Windows 2008
Server Core, shown in Figure 1.6, is a GUI-less version of the Windows 2008 operating
system. When a system boots with Server Core installed on it, the system does not load
the normal Windows GUI. Instead, the Server Core system boots to a logon prompt, and
from the logon prompt the system drops to a DOS command prompt. There is no Start
button, no menu, no GUI at all.

Server Core is not sold as a separate edition, but rather as an install option that comes
with the Standard, Enterprise, Datacenter, and Web Server editions of the operating
system. So, when you purchase a license of Windows Server 2008, Enterprise Edition, for
example, the DVD has both the normal Enterprise Edition code plus a Windows 2008
Enterprise Edition Server Core version.

FIGURE 1.6 Windows 2008 Server Core.
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The operating system capabilities are limited to the edition of Server Core being installed,
so a Windows Server 2008, Enterprise Edition Server Core server has the same memory
and processor limits as the regular Enterprise Edition of Windows 2008.

Server Core has proven to be a great version of Windows for utility servers such as domain
controllers, DHCP servers, DNS servers, and IIS web servers. The limited overhead provides
more resources to the applications running on the server, and by removing the GUI and
associated applications, there’s less of a security attack footprint on the Server Core
system. Because most administrators don’t play Solitaire or use Media Player on a domain
controller, those applications don’t need to be patched, updated, or maintained on the
GUI-less version of Windows. With fewer applications to be patched, the system requires
less maintenance and management to remain operational.

With the lighter “footprint,” Server Core has proven to be an excellent edition of
Windows to run Hyper-V host services. The Hyper-V host can be centrally administered
from a different server or workstation, and all the guest sessions are virtually managed and
administered anyway. So, minimizing the attack surface and administration surface of a
host server using Server Core has proven to make a lot of sense. Chapter 4, “Installing
Windows 2008 Server and the Hyper-V Role,” covers how to install the Server Core and
how to install the Hyper-V application from a command prompt of the Server Core host
system.

Versions of Guest Sessions Supported Under Hyper-V

Microsoft has specific support for certain versions of operating systems as guest sessions
within Hyper-V. Although you can effectively boot and try to install any operating system
on Hyper-V and can frequently get to the point where the operating system will work
under Hyper-V, Microsoft officially supports only specific versions of operating systems as
guest sessions.

NOTE

When attempting to install an operating system that may not be officially supported by
Microsoft, you might find that a network adapter driver, hard drive driver, audio/sound
driver, or the like is not supported, and either the operating system will fail to complete
the installation or it will appear to install correctly. However, the guest session has no
support to communicate externally, because a network driver was not available to sup-
port the guest session. Many times, legacy drivers will work, and a guest image will
work fine. Again, however, Microsoft technically only supports the operating systems
they state that they support for guest sessions.

Windows Server 2008 x86 and x64
Microsoft provides full support for running the Web Server, Standard, and Enterprise
editions of Windows Server 2008 as a guest session under Hyper-V. In addition, the
support extends to both the 32-bit x86 version and the 64-bit x64 versions of the
Windows Server software. A guest session has the same limitation as the operating system
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has in running on a physical server. So, a 32-bit version of Windows 2008 Standard
Edition will support a maximum of 4GB of RAM, whereas an Enterprise Edition of x86 will
support up to 32GB of RAM, and the x64-bit version of Windows 2008 Enterprise will
support the maximum amount of memory available in the host server.

In addition, symmetrical multiprocessing support (SMP) is limited to the maximum capa-
bility of the operating system being installed. So, support for one-, two-, or four-way SMP
for each guest session up to the available number of processors in the host system is avail-
able for guest sharing.

Specific support for Windows 2008 guest sessions are as follows:

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 x64 (VMs configured with 1, 2, or 4 virtual processors)

. Windows Server 2008 Standard

. Windows Server 2008 Enterprise

. Windows Server 2008 Datacenter

. Windows HPC Server 2008

. Windows Web Server 2008

. Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V

. Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V

. Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 x86 (VMs configured with 1, 2, or 4 virtual processors)

. Windows Server 2008 Standard (x86 Edition)

. Windows Server 2008 Enterprise (x86 Edition)

. Windows Server 2008 Datacenter (x86 Edition)

. Windows Web Server 2008 (x86 Edition)

. Windows Server 2008 Standard without Hyper-V (x86 Edition)

. Windows Server 2008 Enterprise without Hyper-V (x86 Edition)

. Windows Server 2008 Datacenter without Hyper-V (x86 Edition)

Windows Server 2003 x86 and x64
Windows Server 2003 guest sessions are also supported for Service Pack 2 and later. As
with Windows 2008 guest sessions, the guest sessions of Windows Server 2003 are limited
to the maximum support for the core Windows 2003 operating system itself, or in some
cases less than the maximum support of the core operating system itself.
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As a Hyper-V guest session, Windows 2003 x86 and Windows 2003 x64-bit support up to
two-way SMP. The specific support is as follows:

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 x86 (VMs configured with 1 or 2 virtual processors)

. Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x86 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x86 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 R2 Datacenter x86 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Standard x86 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x86 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Datacenter x86 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Web Edition with Service Pack 2

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 x64 (VMs configured with 1 or 2 virtual processors)

. Windows Server 2003 R2 Standard x64 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 R2 Datacenter x64 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Standard x64 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x64 Edition with Service Pack 2

. Windows Server 2003 Datacenter x64 Edition with Service Pack 2

Windows 2000 Server SP4
Microsoft also released Hyper-V to support Windows 2000 Server guest sessions for organi-
zations that need to support a guest session with an older server operating system. Both
Windows 2000 Server and Windows 2000 Advanced Server editions are supported. The
specific support is as follows:

Microsoft Windows 2000 Server (VMs configured with 1 virtual processor)

. Windows 2000 Server with Service Pack 4

. Windows 2000 Advanced Server with Service Pack 4

Windows Vista x86 and x64-bit
Windows Vista is supported with Service Pack 1 in both the 32-bit and x64-bit versions of
Vista and with support for one or two processors per guest session. Hyper-V supports a
broad range of support for Windows Vista guest sessions for an administrator to install a
guest session on the host server for application testing or to simulate user-access host
services from within Hyper-V.
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Specific support for Windows Vista is as follows:

Microsoft Windows Vista x86 (VMs configured with 1 or 2 virtual processors)

. Windows Vista Business x86 with Service Pack 1

. Windows Vista Enterprise x86 with Service Pack 1

. Windows Vista Ultimate x86 with Service Pack 1

Microsoft Windows Vista x64 (VMs configured with 1 or 2 virtual processors)

. Windows Vista Business x64 with Service Pack 1

. Windows Vista Enterprise x64 with Service Pack 1

. Windows Vista Ultimate x64 with Service Pack 1

Windows XP x86 and x64-bit
Similarly, Windows XP is rarely installed on a Hyper-V system for anything more than to
test applications running in guest sessions on the Hyper-V host server. Windows XP with
Service Pack 2 and Service Pack 3 are supported, with the ability to support one (SP2 or
SP3) or two processors (SP3) for the guest session.

The specific support for a guest session running Windows XP is as follows:

Microsoft Windows XP Professional x86

. Windows XP Professional x86 with Service Pack 3 (VMs configured with 1 or 2
virtual processors)

. Windows XP Professional x86 with Service Pack 2 (VMs configured with 1 virtual
processor)

Microsoft Windows XP Professional x64 (VMs configured with 1 or 2 virtual processors)

. Windows XP Professional x64 with Service Pack 2

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 x86 and x64
Because of its partnership with Novell, Microsoft came out with support for SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server running Service Pack 1 or Service Pack 2 (the first Linux operating system
to receive such support). A SUSE Linux session can support one processor and up to the
maximum amount of RAM memory supported by the x86 or the x64 versions of the oper-
ating system.

The support for Linux as a guest session under Hyper-V is as follows:

Linux Distributions (VMs configured with 1 virtual processor)

. Suse Linux Enterprise Server 10 with Service Pack 2 x86 Edition

. Suse Linux Enterprise Server 10 with Service Pack 2 x64 Edition

. Suse Linux Enterprise Server 10 with Service Pack 1 x86 Edition

. Suse Linux Enterprise Server 10 with Service Pack 1 x64 Edition
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Guest Session Integration Support Tools

Key to the support of a guest operating system is not just whether Microsoft officially
supports the guest operating system under Hyper-V, but also whether the integration
support tools are available for the given operating system. This is where the version of
operating system is critical. If you install Windows 2003 SP1 and want to install the
Windows 2003 integration support tools, for instance, you will get an error saying that the
integration tools will install only on Windows 2003 with Service Pack 2 installed.

NOTE

The Installation Wizard for integration support tools will typically fail to complete on a ver-
sion of the operating system not directly supported by Microsoft. However, it has been
found that a Windows 2003 server that was installed initially as the RTM or SP1 version
of operating system can be upgraded to Service Pack 2, and then have the Hyper-V inte-
gration support tools installed. Then, the Service Pack 2 update can be uninstalled,
returning the server back to RTM or SP1 but with the integration support tools still run-
ning. Be aware, however, Microsoft does not support workarounds of this type; therefore,
if you ever need to reinstall the integration support tools, you’ll have to upgrade the
server temporarily to SP2 again, reinstall the support tools, and then drop the server
back off SP2.

The integration support tools have key network drivers, sound drivers, disk drivers, and
the like optimized to support a guest session within Windows 2008 Hyper-V. The integra-
tion support tools also enable seamless use of the mouse and keyboard between host and
guest that allows the administrator to simply switch between administering the host and
the guest sessions. If the guest session doesn’t have the integration tools installed,
however, the administrator must “release” the keyboard and mouse from a guest session
before the host has access and control of the keyboard and mouse on the system.

The integration support tools are installed on the host system when the Hyper-V role is
installed on the host. The integration support tools can be installed onto the guest
sessions, as shown in Figure 1.7, from within the Hyper-V Administration tool. You can
find more information about the Hyper-V integration support tools in Chapter 5.

The Right Time to Implement Hyper-V
Hyper-V has had an interesting release cycle. It was bundled into the release of Windows
2008 as a beta component when Windows 2008 shipped in February 2008. And over the
first few months of 2008 as Windows Server 2008 was gaining momentum in organiza-
tions as a solid server operating system, organizations were installing the beta version of
Hyper-V and giving it a try. Early adopters found Hyper-V to be extremely stable and reli-
able, and because the images use the same Virtual Hard Disk (VHD) file format used in
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005, the adoption of Hyper-V since its formal release has been
brisk.
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FIGURE 1.7 Hyper-V integration support tools add-in.

So, the decision of when to implement Hyper-V has come down to the same decision on
implementing any technology: Identify the value received by implementing Hyper-V
virtualization, test the solution in a limited environment, and roll out Hyper-V when you
are comfortable that the product meets the needs of your organization.

Adding a Hyper-V Host Server in an Existing Active Directory
2000/2003 Environment

The Hyper-V server is nothing more than any other application server in a Windows envi-
ronment. You can join the Windows 2008 Hyper-V host to an existing Active Directory
2000 or Active Directory 2003 environment. The Hyper-V host will operate just like any
member server in the environment. If you want to remove the server, just “unjoin” the
member server from Active Directory. Because it is so easy to add and remove a Hyper-V
host to Active Directory and being that it requires no schema updates to Active Directory,
the choice to add or remove Hyper-V from Active Directory is pretty simple and self-
contained.

In addition, the fact that the Hyper-V host is or is not joined to the domain has no effect
on whether the Hyper-V guest sessions need to join or can choose to not be joined to the
domain. The guest sessions run completely independently of the host server. In fact, while
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Hyper-V is joined to one domain, the guest sessions of a Hyper-V host can easily be joined
to a different domain or to a completely different forest. Again, the guest sessions run
independently of the host server.

Waiting to Fully Implement Windows 2008 in the Environment

Although an administrator may choose to wait until more Windows 2008 servers are
added to the network before adding Hyper-V to the network, or wait until Active
Directory is upgraded to an Active Directory 2008 level, it is not necessary. In fact, there
are no benefits in joining Hyper-V to a Windows 2008 versus Windows 2000 or 2003
Active Directory. In the early-adopter community, Hyper-V has been one of the first
Windows 2008 servers added to an existing Active Directory 2000 or 2003 domain; after
all, it is so easy to just join or remove the Hyper-V server from the domain. And the bene-
fits gained from using virtualization (as discussed throughout this chapter) have been
compelling reasons for organizations to add Hyper-V to a network.

Migrating from Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 and
VMware
Many organizations have already implemented Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 or VMware
in their environments and wonder what it takes to migrate to Hyper-V, or whether there
are ways to centrally manage and administer a dual virtualization platform environment.
The simple answer is that there are several ways to migrate, integrate, and support Virtual
Server 2005 and VMware images in a Hyper-V environment.

Mounting Existing Virtual Guest Images on Hyper-V

Hyper-V can mount and run both Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 VHD images and VMware
guest images directly as guests within Hyper-V. Because Hyper-V has this ability to mount
other virtual images, some organizations use Hyper-V as a disaster-recovery host for exist-
ing images. In such a scenario, if a VS/2005 server or VMware server fails, the images can
be copied over to Hyper-V, and Hyper-V can easily boot and mount the images onto the
network backbone.

However, despite Hyper-V’s ability to mount VMware images natively within Hyper-V, a
VMware image does not have the same administration, management, snapshotting,
backup, and support capabilities as a native Hyper-V guest image. So the long-term plan
should be to migrate images from VMware to Hyper-V using a virtual to virtual image-
migration tool like what is available in System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008.
When you migrate the VMware to a native Hyper-V image, all the capabilities built in to
support Hyper-V images are supported.
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FIGURE 1.8 VMware Infrastructure 3 integration support.

For Virtual Server 2005 images mounted on Hyper-V, those images work fine as long as
you install the Hyper-V integration tools onto the image that update the drivers of the
image itself.

Performing a Virtual to Virtual Migration of Guest Images

A strategy for migrating older images to Hyper-V is to do a virtual to virtual image migra-
tion. Via VMM, an administrator can select a running virtual machine (running VMware,
XenServer, Virtual Server 2005, or the like) and choose to migrate the image to Hyper-V.
This process extracts all the pertinent server image information, applications, data,
Registry settings, user settings, and the like and moves the information over to a target
Hyper-V host server. Once migrated, the Hyper-V integration tools can be installed, and
the image is now clear and ready to be supported by Hyper-V or VMM.

Using VMM to Manage VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3

For organizations that have a fairly substantial investment in VMware and the VMware
Infrastructure 3 (VI3) management environment, Microsoft System Center VMM has a
built-in configuration setting, shown in Figure 1.8, that allows for the support, monitor-
ing, and consolidation of information between VI3 and VMM. This integration between
management tools is vital for organizations that want to keep both the VMware and a
new Hyper-V environment running in parallel, and for organizations that are migrating
to Hyper-V but still want to have integrated support for the old VMware environment
while the migration process is performed.
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Understanding the Administration of Virtual Guest
Sessions
One question that comes up frequently from administrators implementing virtual envi-
ronments for the first time is how one administers a virtual server. For years, we have just
walked up to a server that has a keyboard, mouse, and monitor and worked on “that
system.” Having a different mouse, keyboard, and monitor for each system is simple; we
know which devices go to which server that is running a specific application. With virtu-
alization, however, guest sessions do not have their own mouse, keyboard, or monitor. So,
how do you administer the system?

Many organizations have already been working off of centralized mice, keyboards, and
monitors by using switchboxes that allow 4, 8, 16, or more servers to all plug into a single
physical mouse, keyboard, and monitor. Simply by pushing a button on the switchbox, or
using a command sequence, the administrator “toggles” between the servers.

Administration of virtual servers works the exact same way. An administrator utility is
loaded, and that utility enables administrators to open multiple virtual server sessions on
their screen. Various tools and strategies, including the following, enable you to adminis-
ter virtual systems:

. Using the Hyper-V Administration tool

. Using the System Center VMM tool

. Using Terminal Services for remote administration

The various administration options provide different levels of support to the management
of the virtual guest sessions on Hyper-V.

Management Using the Hyper-V Administration Tool

The built-in Hyper-V Administration tool provides basic functions such as starting and
stopping guest images, pausing guest images, forcing a shutdown of guest images, immedi-
ately turning off guest images, and the ability to snapshot images for a configuration state
at a given time.

In most environments, the administrator would set a guest image to automatically start as
soon as the host server itself has been started. That way, if the server is rebooted, the
appropriate guest images are also started (but like if a physical server lost power and
rebooted when the power came back on).

For images that have been set to be off after the host server reboot, those images can be
manually started from the Hyper-V Administration tool. The manual start of images is
common for servers that are hosting test images, images used for demonstration purposes,
and copies of images that can be manually started when a specific server is required (that
is, cold standby server startup).

You can find more information about the built-in Hyper-V Administration tool in Chapter
6, “Managing, Administering, and Maintaining a Hyper-V Host Server.”
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Management Using the Virtual Machine Manager 2008 Tool

Organizations that want more than just starting and stopping guest images should
consider buying and implementing the System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008
(VMM) tool. VMM provides basic information about whether a guest image has been
started or not, and it provides more information than the built-in Hyper-V Administration
tool in terms of how much memory and disk space each image is taking on the host
server. The VMM 2008 tool has several wizards and functions that allow an administrator
to capture physical server information and bring the server configuration into a virtual
image. VMM 2008 can also extract an image from another virtual server and bring that
information into a new Hyper-V guest image.

Another feature built in to VMM 2008 is the ability to create a library where template
images, ISO application images, snapshot libraries, and the like are stored. With a central-
ized library, administrators have at their fingertips the images, tools, and resources to
build new images, to recover from failed images, and to deploy new images more easily. In
addition, VMM 2008 provides delegation and provisioning capabilities so that administra-
tors can issue rights to other users to self-provision and self-manage specific images
without depending on the IT department to manage images or manually build out config-
urations.

You can find more information about System Center Virtual Machine Manager in the four
chapters included in Part IV of this book, “System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008
in a Hyper-V Environment.”

Management Using Thin Client Terminal Services

Aside from using the centralized Hyper-V Administration tool to manage guest images,
administrators can still use Terminal Services to remotely administer servers on the
network, whether that’s physical servers or images running as virtual sessions in a Hyper-V
environment.

An administrator may choose to gain remote access into the Hyper-V host server, and
then control all the guest images on that host server, or the administrator could gain
remote access one by one to each of the guest sessions. The latter, which is the ability to
individually administer a remote system, is a good solution to provide to an individual
who needs access to a single server or a limited number of servers, such as a web adminis-
trator or a database administrator.

NOTE

If an administrator needs to manage and control several servers, such as all the
Exchange servers or all the SharePoint servers in an organization, it may be better to
use the VMM 2008 tool, create a administration delegation policy, and provide the
administrator access to a group of servers through VMM. That way, security and access
control is centralized in the VMM tool. If the administrator no longer needs rights
access to the group of servers (changes departments, roles, or is terminated) or if the
administrator needs rights to new servers, VMM can manage security access privileges
from a central console.
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FIGURE 1.9 Remote Desktop Protocol client for Terminal Services.

Improvements in Windows 2008 Terminal Services
Windows 2008 incorporates significant improvements in Terminal Services capabilities for
thin client access for remote managed users to access servers in an environment. What
used to require third-party add-ons to make the basic Windows 2000 or 2003 Terminal
Services functional, Microsoft has included in Windows 2008. These technologies include
things such as the ability to access Terminal Services using a standard port 443 Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) rather than the proprietary port 3389; and the ability to publish just
specific programs rather than the entire desktop; and improvements in allowing a client
to have a larger remote-access screen, multiple screens, and to more easily print to remote
print devices.

These improvements to Windows 2008 Terminal Services make it a component that’s easy
to add to an existing Windows 2003 Active Directory to test out the new Windows 2008
capabilities. The installation of a Windows 2008 Terminal Services system requires just the
addition of a member server to the domain, and that can be removed at any time (similar
to the addition and removal of a Hyper-V host server).

You can find more information about using Terminal Services for remote administration
in Chapter 6.

Improvements in RDP 6.x for Better Client Capabilities
One area of significant improvement in Windows 2008 Terminal Services can be seen in
the update to the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) 6.x client, shown in Figure 1.9.
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The new RDP client provides the following:

. Video support up to 4,096 x 2,048—Administrators can now use very large moni-
tors across an RDP connection to view data off a Windows 2008 Terminal Services
system, providing a view to many virtual guest sessions from a single Hyper-V cost
connection.

. Multimonitor support—Administrators can also have multiple monitors supported
off a single RDP connection. For help desk and operations staff monitoring multiple
servers in the environment, having different monitors display different remote
servers or configurations can help simplify remote administration tasks.

. Secured connections—The new RDP client now provides for a highly encrypted
remote connection to a Terminal Services system through the use of Windows 2008
security. When remote administration of key servers is required, the new RDP securi-
ty ensures that server access is protected and information privacy is ensured through
a highly secured encrypted connection between a Windows 2008 Terminal Services
system and the remote client.

Terminal Services Web Access
Also new to Windows 2008 Terminal Services is a new role called Terminal Services Web
Access, or TSWA. TSWA enables a remote administrator to access a Terminal Services
session without having to launch the RDP 6.x client. The administrator instead connects to
a web page that then allows the administrator to log on and access the session off the web
page. This simplifies the access method for administrators. They can just set a browser
favorite to link them to a URL that provides them Terminal Services access to the specific
servers they need to manage.

NOTE

Terminal Services Web Access still requires the client system to be a Windows XP,
Windows Vista, Windows 2003, or Windows 2008 server system to connect to a
Terminal Services session. A browser user cannot be running from an Apple Macintosh
or Linux system and access TSWA. For non-Windows-based web clients, third-party ven-
dors such as Citrix Systems provide connector support for these types of devices.

Terminal Services Gateway
Terminal Services Gateway (TS Gateway) is a new addition to Windows 2008 Terminal
Services and provides the connectivity to a Terminal Services session over a standard port
443 SSL connection. In the past, administrators could only connect to Windows Terminal
Services using a proprietary port 3389 connection. Unfortunately, most organizations
block nonstandard port connections for security purposes, and therefore if an administra-
tor was connected to an Internet connection at a hotel, airport, coffee shop, or other loca-
tion that blocked nonstandard ports, the administrator could not access Terminal Services.

Now with TS Gateway, the remote connection to the TS Gateway goes over port 443, just
like surfing a secure web page. This provides better support for a remote administrator
working from home or remotely who needs access to a server for remote administration.
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Ensuring High Availability of a Hyper-V Host Server
One of the concerns expressed by many IT administrators when consolidating and central-
izing their physical servers into fewer virtual host systems is “what happens when the host
server fails,” because a single host server failure can now impact several network servers
simultaneously. Instead of just having 1 server down, the organization can have 4, 8, or
10 systems all down at the same time. The good and bad of centralized servers is that
although it is bad that all these server systems are offline, because there is so much riding
on a single server, it becomes easier to justify the high availability of a server that is
hosting so many business applications. Instead of clustering 10 physical servers, an organi-
zation may choose to just cluster the virtual host server that will then protect the guest
sessions under the host. Or in an environment where redundancy and disaster recovery is
part of the IT strategy, the organization would split server resources across multiple Hyper-
V host systems.

In the SQL world, split server resources means mirroring databases across two or more
servers; and with virtualization, that means putting one SQL server on one host server and
a mirror copy of the SQL server on a second host server. In the event that either of the
guest SQL sessions fails or even if either of the virtual host server sessions fails, the SQL
mirroring will provide redundant resource storage and access from more than one system.

Significant improvements in Windows Server 2008 clustering and support for both host
and guest session clustering provides reliability and improved uptime for virtualized hosts
and guest sessions. Because IT administrators are tasked with the responsibility of keeping
the network operational 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, it becomes even more important
that clustering works. Fortunately, the cost of hardware that supports clustering has
gotten significantly less expensive; in fact, any server that meets the required specifica-
tions to run Windows Server 2008, Enterprise Edition can typically support Windows clus-
tering. The basic standard for a server that is used for enterprise networking has the
technologies built in to the system for high availability. Windows Server 2008, Enterprise
Edition or Datacenter Edition is required to run Windows 2008 clustering services.

No Single Point of Failure in Clustering

Clustering by definition should provide redundancy and high availability of server
systems; however, in previous versions of Windows clustering, a “quorum drive” was
required for the cluster systems to connect to as the point of validation for cluster opera-
tions. If at any point the quorum drive failed, the cluster would not be able to fail over
from one system to another. Windows 2008 clustering removed this requirement of a
static quorum drive. Two major technologies facilitate this elimination of a single or
central point of failure: majority-based cluster membership verification and witness-based
quorum validation.

The majority-based cluster membership allows the IT administrator to define which
devices in the cluster get a vote to determine whether a cluster node is in a failed state
(and so the cluster needs to fail over to another node). Instead of assuming the disk will
always be available as in the previous quorum disk model, now nodes of the cluster and
shared storage devices participate in the new enhanced quorum model in Windows 2008.
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Effectively, Windows 2008 server clusters have better information to determine whether it
is appropriate to fail over a cluster in the event of a system or device failure.

The witness-based quorum eliminates the single quorum disk from the cluster-operation
validation model. Instead, a completely separate node or file share can be set as the file
share witness. In the case of a GeoCluster, where cluster nodes are in completely different
locations, the ability to place the file share in a third site and even enable that file share to
serve as the witness for multiple clusters becomes a benefit for organizations with distrib-
uted data centers and also provides more resiliency in the cluster-operation components.

The elimination of points of failure in clustering plus the ability to cluster across
geographic distances allows the administrators of an organization to put one cluster server
on one host system and another cluster server on another host system and have guest
session redundancy without single points of failure.

Stretched Clusters for Hyper-V Hosts and Guests Across Sites

Windows 2008 also introduced the concept of stretched clusters to provide better server
and site server redundancy. Effectively, Microsoft has eliminated the need to have cluster
servers remain on the same subnet, as has been the case in Windows clustering in the
past. Although organizations have used virtual local area networks (VLANs) to stretch a
subnet across multiple locations, this was not always easy to do and, in many cases, tech-
nologically not the right thing to do in IP networking design.

By allowing cluster nodes to reside on different subnets, plus with the addition of a
configurable heartbeat timeout, clusters can now be set up in ways that match an organi-
zation’s disaster-failover and -recovery strategy. In the case of multiple host environments,
one host with a cluster guest session can sit in one site, and another host with a cluster
guest session can sit in another site. In the event that either the guest session fails or the
entire site becomes available, the virtualized cluster spanning multiple physical sites can
provide extremely high-level redundancy in a Windows 2008 Hyper-V environment.

Leveraging Storage Area Networks for Virtual Hosts and Guests

Windows 2008 has also improved its support for storage area networks (SANs) by provid-
ing enhanced mechanisms for connecting to SANs and switching between SAN nodes. In
the past, a connection to a SAN was a static connection, meaning that a server was
connected to a SAN just as if the server was physically connected to a direct attached
storage system. However, the concept of a SAN is that if a SAN fails, the server should
reconnect to a SAN device that is now online. This could not be easily done with
Windows 2003 or earlier. SCSI bus resets were required to disconnect a server from one
SAN device to another.

With Windows 2008, a server can be associated with a SAN with a persistent reservation to
access a specific shared disk; however, in the event that the SAN fails, the server session
can be logically connected to another SAN target system without having to script device
resets that have been complicated and disruptive in disaster-recovery scenarios.
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All the SAN connect and disconnect associations, failover, and recovery are translated back
to the Windows 2008 Hyper-V host server and to any of the guest sessions running on
Hyper-V that are Windows 2008 server guests. With the inclusion of clustering along with
SAN storage replication, an organization can design and implement a highly available
network environment based on Hyper-V virtualization.

Summary
This introductory chapter was intended to highlight what Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V
is, generally how it works, where it fits in to an organization, and how virtualization can
greatly decrease the cost, management, and administration of network server systems. In
addition, through the implementation of failover technologies, a virtualized environment
can leverage host clustering, guest clustering, stretch clusters, and SAN technologies to
greatly improve the reliability of network and server system operations.

The inclusion of Hyper-V into an existing Windows 2000 or 2003 Active Directory
requires just attaching a member server to an existing domain. The built-in administration
tools in the form of the Hyper-V Administration tool or the purchase of the System
Center VMM 2008 tool provides extensive capabilities to an organization for virtual guest
image support.

In just a few short years, server virtualization has shifted from being a technology that was
good to fiddle with for test and development lab purposes. Drastic improvements in server
technologies and initiatives to decrease costs and provide better environment-conscious
business practices have driven server virtualization out of the test labs and into main-
stream production environments. It’s no longer whether an organization will virtualize
part or all of its IT environment, it’s a matter of when and how virtualization will be
implemented.

The balance of this book covers planning, testing, implementing, administering, manag-
ing, and supporting the Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V virtualization technology in
production environments.

Best Practices
The following are best practices from this chapter:

. Consolidate physical servers down to virtual guest sessions to decrease the number
of physical servers in an organization, and thus ultimately lower electrical costs,
server management costs, and rack-space costs associated with sprawling physical
server systems.

. Although server consolidation will decrease the number of servers in the environ-
ment, take the opportunity to repurpose servers and implement high-availability
and disaster-recovery strategies within the environment.
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. Consider using the native high-availability and disaster-recovery technologies built
in to applications (such as Exchange 2007 Cluster Continuous Replication and SQL
2005 Mirror) to establish reliable application servers in a networking environment.

. Use the built-in virtual switch technology in Hyper-V to segment guest servers and
associate segments to specific network adapters on the host server for better internet-
working communications.

. Dedicate core processors to virtual guest sessions to guarantee processing perfor-
mance to virtual sessions that require high processing capabilities.

. Consider using Windows 2008 Server Core for the basis of the Hyper-V host server
to minimize the attack surface of a host server by removing the GUI from the host
system.

. Install the guest integration support tools after installing the guest operating system
to take advantage of optimized drivers and session administration functions.

. Use the System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 tool to migrate physical and
virtual servers into native Hyper-V virtual guest images.

. When considering adding a Windows 2008 server to an existing Windows
2000/2003 Active Directory environment, consider implementing Hyper-V virtual-
ization, which has proven to be pretty easy to implement and provides a lot of value
to organizations.

. Consider using the snapshot capabilities built in to the Hyper-V Administration tool
before patching or upgrading a virtual server system. That way, if you need to roll
back, you can roll back to a copy of the virtual image right before the update was
applied.

. Use Terminal Services in Windows 2008 to provide administrators direct access to a
limited number of servers they need to remotely access.

. Use System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 to create administration and
delegation groups for the centralized administration management of server systems.

. Leverage the capabilities of stretch clustering in Windows Server 2008 to provide
redundancy across a WAN link for virtual guest sessions clustered between multiple
host servers.
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Event ID property (Event Viewer logs), 391

event logs, Event Viewer

applications and services logs, 394

archiving, 397-398

customizing, 398-399

organizing, 396-397

saving, 396

security logs, 399

viewing on remote servers, 397

Windows logs, 393-394

event subscriptions, configuring, 394-395

Event Viewer, 196-197

Applications and Services Logs folder, 394

custom views, creating, 392-393

Custom Views folder, 392

debugging, 390-399

event logs

archiving, 397-398

customizing, 398-399

organizing, 396-397

saving, 396

security logs, 399

viewing on remote servers, 397

events, attaching tasks to, 396

filters, 190

logging, 390-399

logs, properties, 391

monitoring, 188-190

Overview pane, 390

Subscriptions folder, 394-395

Summary pane, 390

user interface, 391-395

Windows Logs folder, 393-394

events, 390

tasks, attaching to, 396

Events section, Roles page, Server Manager, 195

Exchange Continuous Replication, 351

Exchange Server 2007 Unleashed, 352

Executive Summary (migration documents), 58

Executive Summary (design documents), 54

existing environments, migrations, discovery phase,
49-52

existing physical computers, VMs (virtual
machines), converting to, 301-310

existing servers, workload demands

analyzing, 88-92

capturing, 80-88

existing virtual guest images, Hyper-V, mounting
on, 29-30

Existing virtual network switches option (Virtual
Network Manager), 167

domain controllers436



F
failback, 357

Cluster Service, 376

failover, configuring for, 375-376

failover cluster quorum models, 358-359

failover clustering, 350, 354-357

backend enterprise messaging systems, 355

backing up, 379-382

cluster quorum models, 358-359

database servers, 355

failback, configuring for, 374-376

file servers, 355

host environments, 358-363

hosts, deploying for, 363-379

maintenance, 377-378

node operating system selection, 363

nodes, removing from, 378-379

print servers, 355

restoring, 379-382

shared storage, 359-362

testing, 376-377

Failover Clustering tools, 157

familiar operating systems, Hyper-V, running on,
9-10

fault tolerance, 381-383

best practices, 383-384

creating, 349

methods, choosing, 350-354

third-party applications, 354

virtual guest sessions, guest clustering,
352-353

virtual host systems, host clustering, 353-354

faults (memory), 240

Fax Server tools, 156

FC (Fiber Channel) storage arrays, 361

features

adding, 115

management tasks, performing, 193-206

remote server administration tools, 157

Server Core, installations, 124-125

feedback, enabling, 114
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file servers

failover clustering, 355

performance monitoring, 410

File Services tools, 156

files

backing up, Windows Server 2008 installation,
106

guest image files, protecting, 171

server .txt files, creating, 83

Filter tab (Custom View Properties page), 393

filtering data, Event Viewer, 396

filters, Event Viewer, 190

finalizing

P2V online conversions, 310

V2V conversions, 316

Windows 2008 installation, 111-115

firewalls

configuring, 115

profiles, 203

fixed-size disks, 222, 236

folders

Applications and Services Logs folder, Event
Viewer, 394

Custom View folder, Event Viewer, 392

guest images, moving to, 426-427

Subscriptions folder, Event Viewer, 394-395

Windows Logs folder, Event Viewer, 393-394

Forwarded Events log (Event Viewer), 394

frontend server interrelaionships, 76

full version of Windows, Windows Server 2008
installation, 103-104

functionality, servers, checking, 187-188

G
Gantt charts, Windows Server 2008, migration to,

57

gateways, TS Gateway, 34

generic application, generic script, and generic,
357

generic cluster resources, 357

geography, companies, understanding, 50-51

geography 437



goals

business goals, identifying, 40-43

technical goals, identifying, 43-49

Goals and Objectives section

design documents, 54

migration documents, 59

grouping data, Event Viewer, 396

groups, cluster resource, 356

guest clustering, virtual guest sessions, protecting,
352-353

guest image files, protecting, 171

guest images

copying, 426

Hyper-V

mounting on, 29-30

virtual-to-virtual migration, 30

new folders, moving to, 426-427

snapshot images, rolling back to previous,
146-147

snapshots, taking, 146

guest operating systems

Linux-based guest operating systems,
installing, 135-139

profiles (VMM), 264

sessions, snapshots, 145-147

Windows-based guest operating systems,
installing, 130-134

guest sessions

configuration settings, modifying, 139-141

cutting and pasting between, 425

guest operating system sessions, snapshots,
145-147

Hyper-V

installing on, 129-148

integration support tools, 27-28

Hyper-V support, 10, 23-26

launching, 141-143

network settings, changing, 140

operating systems, choosing for, 129-130

optimizing, 218, 234

best practices, 249-250

disk configuration, 221-224, 236-238

resource allocation, 219-222, 234-236

protecting guest clustering, 352-353

RAM

adding or limiting, 139-140

requirements, 75

server fault tolerance, snapshots, 145

virtual guest sessions

administration, 31-34

configuring start actions for, 373-374

creating host clusters for, 372-373

virtualization, 78-79

Windows 2000 Server SP4, support, 25

Windows integration tools, installing, 143-145

Windows Server 2003 x64, support, 24-25

Windows Server 2008 x64, support, 23-24

Windows Server 2008 x86, support, 23-25

Windows Vista x64-bit, support, 25-26

Windows Vista x86-bit, support, 25-26

Windows Vista XP, support, 26

Windows XP x64-bit, support, 26

guest systems, maintaining, 187-193

daily maintenance, 187-190

monthly maintenance, 192

quarterly maintenance, 193

weekly maintenance, 190-191

guests

backing up, 178-186

clusters, stretching across sites, 36

Hyper-V, support, 17-18

separate network adapters for, 171-172

H
hard faults (memory), 240

hardware

server virtualization, 8

verifying, 191

hardware profiles, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 264

hardware requirements, Windows Server 2008,
102

heartbeat (cluster), 356

Heroix Robomon, 217, 234

goals438



heterogeneous VM management, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 261-262

heterogenous environments, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 270

hiding Task Manager, 387

high availability, applications, 381-383

applications, 350-352

best practices, 381-384

third-party applications, 354

high-level business goals, identifying, 41-42

highly leveraged virtual environments, VMM
(Virtual Machine Manager), 270

history, backups, viewing, 186

host clustering

host clusters

managing, VMM Administrator console, 295

nodes, adding, 369-370

virtual guest sessions, creating for, 372-373

virtual host systems, protecting, 353-354

host environments, failover clustering, 358-363

failover cluster quorum models, 358-359

shared storage, 359-362

host groups

creating, VMM Administrator console, 293-294

VMs (virtual machines), dragging and dropping
onto, 342-343

host servers, 151-152

administering, Administration console,
152-155

backups, managing, 186-187

clustering, points of failure, 35-36

clusters, stretching across sites, 36

configuring, 163-165

disk storage, 92, 94-95

functionality, checking, 187-188

high availability, ensuring, 35-38

maintaining, 187-193

daily maintenance, 187-190

monthly maintenance, 192

quarterly maintenance, 193

weekly maintenance, 190-191

management tasks, performing, 193-206
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managing, 163-169, 206

best practices, 206-207

common practices, 168-172

System Center Operations Manager 2007,
169-170

optimizing, 234

best practices, 249-250

processors, 92-94

RAM, 92, 94

security practices, 170-172

security risks, identifying, 168-169

service packs, keeping up with, 172-178

updates, keeping up with, 172-178

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), preparing for,
275-279

Windows Server 2008, administering remotely,
155-162

host system environments, Hyper-V, 92-95

host systems

virtual host systems, protecting, 353-354

virtual servers, locally distributing on, 73-78,
93-97

hosts

adding, VMM Administrator console, 291-293

backing up, 178-186

failover clusters, deploying for, 363-379

managing, VMM Administrator console, 294

separate network adapters for, 171-172

VMs (virtual machines), dragging and dropping
onto, 342-343

Hosts button, Navigation pane, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 259

hotfix.exe file, command-line parameters, 173

HP OpenView, 217, 234

Hyper-V, 7, 37, 73

administration support, 16, 18

benefits, 1

business goals and objectives, identifying,
40-43

common problems, 422-427

configuring, common problems, 424-425

consoles

Administration console, 152-155

Manager console, 153, 163-172
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existing virtual guest images, mounting on,
29-30

familiar operating systems, running on, 9-10

guest sessions

installing on, 129-148

integration support tools, 27-28

launching, 141-143

support, 10, 23-26

guests, support, 17-18

host servers, ensuring high availability, 35-38

host system environments

choosing, 92

sizing, 92-95

hosts, VMM support, 261

implementation, 27-29

installing, common problems, 422-423

Microsoft virtualization strategy, 13-15

migration, 67-69

best practices, 67-71

design phase, 53-56, 68-70

discovery phase, 49-52, 68-70

Gantt charts, 57

migration planning phase, 68-71

migration/implementation phase, 67-71

pilot phase, 64-67, 71

planning phase, 56-61

prototype phase, 62-64, 68-71

networking, common problems, 423-424

reliability, 18-19

remote server administration tools, 155-159

requirements, 19-24, 26-28

roles, installing on a Server Core system, 123

Server Core, running on, 172

server role, installing, 115-118

server virtualization, 7-13

cost benefits, 8

development environments, 11

disaster recovery strategies, 12-13

environmental benefits, 8

hardware capabilities, 8

high availability strategies, 12-13

IT organization strategies, 8

server consolidation, 11-12

test environments, 11

servers

analyzing workload demands, 88-92

capturing workload demands, 80-88

choosing to, 78-79

identifying non-virtualization candidates, 90

workload combinations, 90-91

service packs, keeping up with, 172-178

stopping service, 165

systems, maintaining, 187-193

technical goals and objectives, identifying,
43-49

updates, keeping up with, 172-178

virtual guest images, virtual-to-virtual migra-
tion, 30

virtual guest sessions, administration, 31-34

virtual host capabilities, 16-17

virtual servers, locally distributing on specific
host systems, 73-78, 93-97

virtual switch capabilities, 17

Windows 2008 Server, role, 8-10

Hyper-V Server tools, 156

hypervisor, Windows Server 2008, integration, 15

I
ID, Users tab, Task Manager, 389

IDE Controller setting, guest sessions, modifying,
141

identifying security risks, host servers, 168-169

image rollback, snapshots, 145

images

CD image files, mounting, 140-141

CD images, mounting, 140-141

disk images

choosing locations for, 224, 238

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 264

DVD image files, mounting, 140-141

DVD images, mounting, 140-141

existing virtual images, Hyper-V, 29-30

guest image files, protecting, 171

guest images, copying, 426
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ISO image files, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 264

virtual guest images, virtual-to-virtual migra-
tion, 30

implementation

Hyper-V, 27-29

timeframes, determining, 45-49

implementation/migration phase, Windows Server
2008 migration, 67-71

information overloads, managing, 52

inspecting disks, 168-169

Install Now page (Windows 2008), 108

installation

guest sessions on Hyper-V, 129-141, 143-148

Hyper-V, common problems, 422-423

Hyper-V server role, 115-118

Linux-based guest operating systems, 135-139

network protocols, 105-106

operating systems, compatibility issues, 23

Server Core, 118-120

SQL Server Express Database, 280-284

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 280-289

local agent, 288

self-service portal, 286-288

VMM Administrator console, 284-286

VMM Server, 280-284

VSA (Virtualization Solution Accelerator), 81-82

Windows 2008

clean version, 107-115

finalizing, 111-115

Windows integration tools, 143-145

Windows Server 2008, 126

backing up files, 106

best practices, 126-127

computer name selection, 105

full version of Windows, 103-104

member servers, 104

planning and preparation, 101-106

Server Core edition, 103-104

standalone servers, 104

upgrading, 103

Windows Server Backup, 179-182

Windows-based guest operating systems,
130-134
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installation command options, OCSetup, 125

Installation Wizard, integration support tools, 27

installing

Cluster Service, 363

updates, 114

integration

Hyper-V guest sessions, 27-28

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), System
Center Operations Manager, 267

VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3, 30

integration tools (Windows), installing, 143-145

interfaces

Event Viewer, 391-395

Network Monitor, 211

Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), 106

Interrelationships, server, 76

Interrupts/sec counter, 243

Inventory Account Credentials screen, VSA
(Virtualization Solution Accelerator), 84

IP addresses

APIPA (Automatic Private IP Addressing), 105

dynamic IP addresses, 106

static IP addresses, 106

Ipconfig, 414-415

IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6), 106

iSCSI storage, 362

ISO image files, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
264

IT (information technology), organization strate-
gies, server virtualization, 8

Itanium Windows Server 2008, Hyper-V support,
20

ITIL (InformationTechnology Infrastructure Library),
VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 269

J-L
Jobs button, Navigation pane, VMM (Virtual

Machine Manager), 260

Keyboard option (Settings page), 164

keyboard preferences, Windows 2008,
customizing, 107

keyboard preferences 441



labs

building, 62-63

testing environments, results, 63-64

language, Windows 2008, customizing, 107

launching

Administration console, 152

command prompts, Server Core, 121

guest sessions, 141-143

Level property (Event Viewer logs), 391

library (VMM), 263-265

configuring, VMM Administrator console,
295-296

VMware VM files, adding to, 311

Library button, Navigation pane, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 260

limiting RAM, guest sessions, 139-140

links, users, user data, 77

Linux-based guest operating systems, installing,
135-139

load-balanced web servers, 351

local agent (VMM), 275

installing, 288

locally distributing virtual servers on specific host
systems, 73-78, 93-97

locations, disk images, choosing, 224, 238

logging

best practices, 428

Event Viewer, 390-399

Task Manager, 386-390

Logical Disk object, 244

logs (Event Viewer)

applications and services logs, 394

archiving, 397-398

customizing, 398-399

organizing, 396-397

properties, 391

saving, 396

security logs, 399

viewing on remote servers, 397

Windows logs, 393

LUNs (logical unit numbers), clustering, 357

M
machine names, Server Core, changing, 121

Main screen, VSA (Virtualization Solution
Accelerator), 82

maintenance

cluster nodes, pre-maintenance tasks, 379

failover clusters, 377-378

Hyper-V systems, 187-193

daily maintenance, 187-190

monthly maintenance, 192

quarterly maintenance, 193

weekly maintenance, 190-191

management tasks, performing, Server Manager,
193-206

Manager console (Hyper-V), 153-154

disks

configuring, 167-168

inspecting, 168-169

host servers, managing, 163-172

stopping service, 165

virtual network segments, managing, 165-167

managing

backups, wbadmin.exe, 186-187

Cluster Service

failbacks, 376

node maintenance, 379

nodes, deleting, 380

testing clusters, 377

host servers, 163-169, 206

best practices, 206-207

common practices, 168-172

Performance Monitor settings, 404

roles, VMM Administrator, 297-298, 322-324

virtual network segments, virtual switches,
165-167

VMs (virtual machines), VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 296-297

VMware Virtual Infrastructure, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 30

managing remotely, Windows Server 2008, 155,
157-162

manual backups

remote storage, running to, 186-187

remote server shares, running to, 184-186
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manual updates, 172-173

manually launching guest sessions, 143

manually running scheduled backups, 184

matching criteria rules, WSRM (Windows System
Resource Manager), 214, 230

MBCA (Microsoft Baseline Configuration Analyzer),
211, 216, 232

mean time between failures (MTBF), 191

mean time to repair (MTTR), 191

member servers, Windows Server 2008 installa-
tion, 104

memory

hard faults, 240

requirements, Windows Server 2008, 102

soft faults, 240

system, monitoring, 239-241

memory behavior, counters, 224, 240

memory limits, policies, 214, 230

Memory section, Resource Overview, 224-225,
240-241

message collaboration servers, performance moni-
toring, 410

Microsoft .Net Framework 3.0, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 277

Microsoft Active Directory, 16

Microsoft Baseline Configuration Analyzer (MBCA),
216, 232

Microsoft Management Console (MMC), 152

Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM), 217, 233

Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager
2008 (VMM), 11

Microsoft Virtual Server 2005, migrating from,
29-30

Microsoft virtualization strategy, 13-15

Migrate Virtual Machine Wizard, 340-343

migration

deployment teams, defining, 47-49

design teams, defining, 47-49

from Microsoft Virtual Server 2005, 29-30

from VMware, 29-30

timeframes, determining, 45-47

virtual-to-virtual migration, guest images, 30

VMs (virtual machines), 296, 340-343

Windows Server 2008, 39-40, 67-69

best practices, 67-71

business goals and objectives, 40-43
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design phase, 52-56, 68-70

discovery phase, 49-52, 68-70

Gantt charts, 57

migration planning phase, 68-71

migration/implementation phase, 67, 71

pilot phase, 64-67, 71

planning phase, 56-61

project scope, 40

prototype phase, 62-64, 68-71

technical goals and objectives, 43-49

migration documents

Background section, 59

Budget section, 61

Executive Summary section, 58

Goals and Objectives section, 58

Migration Process section, 61

Project Plan section, 61

Risks and Assumptions section, 60

Roles and Responsibilities section, 60

Timeline and Milestones section, 60

Training Plan section, 60

migration planning phase, Windows Server 2008
migration, 68-71

Migration Process section, migration documents,
61

migration/implementation phase, Windows Server
2008 migration, 67, 71

Milestones and Timeline section, migration docu-
ments, 60

minimum hardware requirements, Windows Server
2008, 102

mirroring, SQL mirroring, 351

MMC (Microsoft Management Console), 152

host servers, managing, 153-154

Reliability and Performance Monitor, 399-409

modifying configuration settings, guest sessions,
139-141

MOM (Microsoft Operations Manager), 217, 233

monitoring

applications, Task Manager, 387

Event Viewer, 188-190

network subsystems, 245-246

network traffic, Task Manager, 388-389

pagefile usage, 239-243
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performance, 410-411

Reliability and Performance Monitor,
399-409

Task Manager, 388

processes, Task Manager, 387

reliability, Reliability and Performance Monitor,
399-409

services, Task Manager, 387-388

system performance, 238-247

users, Task Manager, 389-390

VMM Administrator console, 297

monthly maintenance, Hyper-V systems, 192

mounting

existing guest images on Hyper-V, 29-30

physical CD image files, 140-141

physical CD images, 140-141

physical DVD image files, 140-141

physical DVD images, 140-141

MTBF (mean time between failures), 191

MTTR (mean time to repair), 191

multipath I/O, 362

shared storage, 363

multiple-server deployments, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 275-276

N
names

computers, selecting, 105

domains, determining, 105

Server Core machine names, changing, 121

workgoups, determining, 105

native high-availability, applications, 350-352

Navigation pane, Administrative console, VMM
(Virtual Machine Manager), 259-260

NetDiag TCP/IP tool, 417

Netstat, 415-416

network adapters, 171-172

network background information, design docu-
ments, 54-55

network I/O workloads, virtual servers, distributing
based on, 74

Network Load Balancing tools, 157

network load balancing” (NLB), 351

Network Monitor, capacity analysis, 211-212

Network Policy and Access Services tools, 156

network protocols, installing and configuring,
105-106

network settings, guest sessions, changing, 140

network subsystems, monitoring, 245-246

network traffic

capturing, Network Monitor, 212

data, parsing, 212

monitoring, Task Manager, 388-389

network utilization reports, VSA (Virtualization
Solution Accelerator)

creating, 89-91

non-virtualization, 90

network-based counters, 246-247

networking

configuring, 113

Hyper-V, common problems, 423-424

Networking tab (Task Manager), 388-389

Networks, traffic, monitoring, 246

Next Generation TCP/IP, 106

No Majority: Disk Only Quorum model, 359

Node and Disk Majority Quorum model, 358

Node and File Share Majority Quorum model, 359

Node Majority Quorum model, 358

nodes, 355

clusters, 355

active nodes, 356

backing up, 381

deleting, 380

maintenance, 379

passive nodes, 356

failover clusters, removing from, 378-379

host clusters, adding to, 369-370

Nslookup TCP/IP tool, 416-417

O
objectives

business objectives, identifying, 40-43

technical objectives, identifying, 43-49
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Objectives and Goals section, design documents,
54

Objectives and Goals section, migration docu-
ments, 59

Objects, disks, 244

OCSetup command options, 125

offline virtual machine servicing tools, 177-178

OpenView (HP), 217, 234

operating systems

events, 390

guest sessions, choosing for, 129-130

Hyper-V, familiar operating systems, 9-10

installing, compatibility issues, 23

Linux-based guest operating systems, 135-139

P2V conversions, support for, 301-302

VMM components, support for, 276

Windows-based guest operating systems,
130-134

Operations Manager 2007, host servers, manag-
ing, 169-170

OpsMgr 2007, 217, 233

optimization

guest sessions, 219, 234

best practices, 249-250

disk configuration, 221-224, 236-238

resource allocation, 219-222, 234-236

host servers, 218, 234

best practices, 249-250

server roles, 247-248

virtual servers, 248

organizing log data, Event Viewer, 396-397

overhead, performance monitoring, reducing,
409-410

Overview pane (Event Viewer), 390

owners, VMs (virtual machines), 305

P
P2V (physical-to-virtual) conversions, 301-310

best practices, 318-319

virtual copies of production, creating, 317

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 268

Page Faults/sec counter, 226, 240
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pagefiles

usage, monitoring, 225, 239-243

virtual memory settings, managing, 242

Pages Output/sec counter, 225, 240

Pages/sec counter, 225, 240-241

parsing network traffic data, Network Monitor, 212

passive nodes, clusters, 356

passwords

administrator passwords, changing, 193

Server Core, changing, 121

Pathping, 413-414

Performance Monitor

counters, adding to, 402-403

Reliability and Performance Monitor, 401-404

settings, managing, 404

performance monitoring, 410-411

database servers, 411

domain controllers, 410

file servers, 410

message collaboration servers, 410

overhead, reducing, 409-410

print servers, 410

Reliability and Performance Monitor, 399-409

system performance, 238-247

Task Manager, 388

web servers, 410

performance optimization

benefits, 210

bottlenecks, 239

server roles, 247-248

Performance tab (Task Manager window), 211

Performance tab (Task Manager), 388

physical CD image files, mounting, 140-141

physical CD images, mounting, 140-141

physical computers, VMs (virtual machines), con-
verting to, 301-310

Physical Disk object, 244

physical DVD image files, mounting, 140-141

physical DVD images, mounting, 140-141

physical servers

blades, Hyper-V on, 92

consolidating down to virtual guest sessions,
37

physical servers 445



pilot phase, Windows Server 2008 migration,
64-67, 71

rolling out, 65-66

ping (packet Internet groper), 411-412

placement, VMs, 332-334

planning

projects, 56-58

creating and testing, 62-64

risks, 58

speed, 58

Windows Server 2008 installation, 101-106

minimum hardware requirements, 102

planning phase, Windows Server 2008 migration,
56-61

Gantt charts, 57

migration documents, 58-62

speed and risks, 58

points of failure, host servers, clustering, 35-36

policies

memory limits, 214, 230

predefined resource allocation policy tem-
plates, WSRM (Windows System Resource
Manager), 213-214, 229-230

Port Assignments screen (VMM), 283

PowerShell

command sequence, 257

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 256-257

pre-maintenance tasks (cluster nodes), 379

predefined resource allocation policy templates,
WSRM (Windows System Resource Manager),
213-214, 229-230

predefined system reports, viewing, 408-409

Prerequisite Checker (VMM), 281

prerequisite software, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 277-278

prerequisites, VSA (Virtualization Solution
Accelerator), 80-81

print servers

failover clustering, 355

performance monitoring, 410

Print Services tools, 156

prioritization, servers, virtualization, 78

private firewall profiles, 203

processes, monitoring, Task Manager, 387

Processes tab (Task Manager), 387

Processor setting, guest sessions, modifying, 141

processor utilization, servers, 7

processor workloads, virtual servers, distributing
based on, 74

processors

host servers, 92-94

requirements, Windows Server 2008, 102

usage, analyzing, 243

product key, Windows 2008, entering, 108

profiles

firewalls, 203

guest operating system profiles, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 264

hardware profiles, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 264

Project Plan section, migration documents, 61

project scope, Windows Server 2008 migration, 40

projects, planning, 56-58

creating and testing, 62-64

risks, 58

speed, 58

properties, Event Viewer logs, 391

protocols, network protocols, installing and config-
uring, 105-106

prototype phase, Windows Server 2008 migration,
62-64, 68, 71

provisioning

delegated administrator user roles, creating,
324-326

self-service provisioning, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 267

self-service user roles, creating, 326-330

user roles

managing, 322-324

modifying, 330-331

removing, 331

VMM, best practices, 344-345

VMs (virtual machines)

deploying, 331-340

migrating, 340-343

provisioning tools, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 267

public firewall profiles, 203

pilot phase446



Q-R
quarterly maintenance, Hyper-V systems, 193

quorum (cluster), 357

quota points, display of, 339

RAM (random access memory)

guest sessions, adding or limiting, 139-140

host servers, 92-94

P2V conversions, 302

requirements, guest sessions, 75

RBAC (roles-based access control), 321-322

RDC (Remote Desktop Connection), 160-161

RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) 6.x client,
improvements to, 33-34

rebooting Server Core systems, 123

recovery, 350, 381-383

applications, 350-352

best practices, 381-384

methods, choosing, 350-354

third-party applications, 354

virtual guest sessions, guest clustering,
352-353

virtual host systems, host clustering, 353-354

redundancy, virtual servers, distributing based on,
75

Relative Weight setting (Virtual Processor), 221,
236

Release Key option (Settings page), 164

reliability

Hyper-V, 18-19

monitoring, Reliability and Performance
Monitor, 399-409

Reliability and Performance monitor, 198-199,
399-409

Reliability and Performance Monitor

capacity analysis, 226-227

Data Collector Sets, 406

Data Collector Sets folder, 405-407

diagnosis reports, 226-227

Performance Monitor, 401-404

Reliability Monitor, 404-405

Reports folder, 407-409

Resource Monitor, 400-401
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Reliability Monitor, Reliability and Performance
Monitor, 404-405

Remote Desktop, 159-161

Remote Desktop, RDC (Remote Desktop
Connection), 160-161

remote desktop, Server Core, enabling to, 123

remote management, Server Core, enabling to,
123

remote server shares, manual backups, running to,
184-186

remote servers, Event Viewer logs, viewing on, 397

remote storage, manual backups, running to,
186-187

remotely managing Windows Server 2008,
155-162

renaming

administrator accounts, 111

VMs, 304

Replication, 351

reports

predefined system reports, viewing, 408-409

server consolidation recommendation reports,
creating, 87-88

user-defined reports, creating, 408

Reports folder, Reliability and Performance
Monitor, 407-409

requirements

minimum hardware requirements, Windows
Server 2008, 102

RAM requirements, guest sessions, 75

resource requirements, applications, 52

server virtualization, 19-28

Reset Checkboxes option (Settings page), 165

resilience and recoverability as with, 357

resource allocation

guest sessions, 219-222, 234-236

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 268

resource allocation policy templates

WSRM (Windows System Resource Manager),
213-214, 229-230

resource allocation resources, custom resource
allocation resources, WSRM (Windows System
Resource Manager), 215, 231

Resource Control, 220-221, 234-235

resource groups, clusters, 356

Resource Monitor, Reliability and Performance
Monitor, 400-401
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Resource Overview

Disk section, 245

Memory section, 240-241

resource requirements, applications, assessing, 52

resources, clusters, 355

Resources and Support section, Roles page, Server
Manager, 195-196

Responsibilites and Roles section, migration docu-
ments, 60

restoring

clusters, 381

failover clusters, 379-382

results, lab testing environments, 63-64

retail media activation key (Windows 2008), 108

reverting, snapshot sessions, 147

risks, speed, compared, 58

Risks and Assumptions section, migration docu-
ments, 60

Robomon, 217, 234

roles

adding, 115

administering, VMM Administrator console,
297-298

delegated administrator user roles, creating,
324-326

Hyper-V server role

installing, 115-118

Windows Server 2008, 8-10

management tasks, performing, 193-206

managing, VMM Administrator console,
297-298

performance, optimizing, 247-248

RBAC (roles-based access control), 321-322

remote server administration tools, 155-157

self-service user roles, creating, 326-330

Server Core, installations, 124-125

user roles

managing, 322-324

modifying, 330-331

removing, 331

VMM (Virtual Memory Manager)

Administrator role, 321-322

Delegated Administrator role, 322

Self-Service User role, 322

Windows Server 2008, 1

Roles and Responsibilities section, migration docu-
ments, 60

Roles page, Server Manager, 194-196

roles-based access control (VMM), 265-266, 269

roles-based access control (RBAC), 321-322

rolling back guest images to previous snapshot
images, 146-147

Route TCP/IP tool, 416

rules, matching criteria rules, WSRM (Windows
System Resource Manager), 214, 230

S
SANs (storage area networks), 359-360

virtual guests, leveraging for, 36-38

virtual hosts, leveraging for, 36-38

SAS storage arrays, 361

saving logs, Event Viewer, 396

SCCP (System Center Capacity Planner) 2007,
217, 233

scheduled backups, manually running, 184

ScheduledDefrag task, Task Scheduler, 201

scheduling backups, Windows Server Backup,
182-184

scope of projects, Windows Server 2008 migra-
tion, 40

scope of work, defining, 43-45

SCSI Controller setting, guest sessions, modifying,
141

secondary candidates, guest sessions, virtualiza-
tion, 79

Security log (Event Viewer), 394

security practices, host servers, 170-172

security risks, host servers, identifying, 168-169

Select Source page (Convert Physical Server
Wizard), 304

self-service portal, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 258, 274

self-service provisioning, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 267

Self-Service User role (VMM), 322

self-service user roles, creating, 326-330

separate network adapters, hosts and guests,
171-172
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server .txt files, creating, 83

Server Backup

backups, scheduling, 182-184

installing, 179-182

server consolidation recommendation reports, VSA
(Virtualization Solution, 87-88

Server Core (Windows Server 2008), 38

administration passwords, changing, 121

command prompts, launching in installation,
121

DNS settings, assigning, 121-122

domains, adding to, 123

features, installations, 124-125

Hyper-V, running on, 172

Hyper-V support, 22-23

installing, 118-120

machine name, changing, 121

remote desktop, enabling to, 123

remote management, enabling to, 123

roles, installations, 124-125

server tasks, performing with, 120-125

static IPv4 addresses, assigning, 121-123

Windows Server 2008 installation, 103-104

Server Core systems

Hyper-V roles

installing on, 123

rebooting, 123

shutting down, 123

server fault tolerance

guest sessions

snapshots, 145

server interrelationships, 76

Server Manager

Configuration page, 200

Services snap-in, 205

Task Scheduler, 200-203

Windows Firewall and Advanced Security
feature, 203-204

WMI Control snap-in, 205-206

Diagnostics page, 196

Device Manager, 199-200

Event Viewer, 196-197

Reliability and Performance monitor,
198-199
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Hyper-V role, adding, 116-117

management tasks, performing, 193-206

Roles page, 194-195

Events section, 195

Resources and Support section, 195-196

System Services section, 195

Server Manager tool, host servers, managing,
152-153

server roles

installing, 115-118

performance, optimizing, 247-248

Server Core system, installing on, 123

Windows Server 2008, 1

server sprawl, preventing, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 267

server tasks, performing, Server Core, 120-125

server update services, 176-177

server virtualization, 7, 11-13

cost benefits, 8

development environments, 11

disaster recovery strategies, 12-13

environmental benefits, 8

hardware capabilities, 8

high availability strategies, 12-13

Hyper-V, 7-10

IT organization strategies, 8

Microsoft virtualization strategy, 13-15

requirements, 19-24, 26-28

server consolidation, 11-12

test environments, 11

server virtualization services, 1

ServerManager task, Task Scheduler, 201

servers

Active Directory global catalog servers, 350

clustering, 354

active nodes, 356

active/active clusters, 356

active/passive clusters, 356

application groups, 356

client access points, 356

cluster heartbeat, 356

cluster quorum, 357

cluster resources, 355

cluster witness disks, 357
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cluster witness file shares, 357

clusters, 355

failback, 357

failover, 357

failover clustering, 354-357

generic cluster resources, 357

LUNs (logical unit numbers), 357

nodes, 355

passive nodes, 356

service groups, 356

shared storage, 357

virtual cluster servers, 356

clusters

adding storage to, 370-371

failover clusters, 363-382

consolidation, virtualization, 11-12

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)
servers, virtualization, 12

DNS (domain name system) servers, 351

functionality, checking, 187-188

host managers, managing, 206-207

host servers, 151-152

administering, 152-155

administering remotely, 155-162

backing up, 178-186

configuring, 163-165

disk storage, 92-95

maintaining, 187-193

managing, 163-172

managing backups, 186-187

optimizing, 218, 234

performing management tasks, 193-206

processors, 92, 94

RAM, 92, 94

security practices, 170-172

security risk identification, 168-169

service packs, 172-178

updates, 172-178

host system environments, choosing and siz-
ing, 92-95

IP addresses, configuring, 105-106

load-balanced web servers, 351

member servers, Windows Server 2008 instal-
lation, 104

network protocols, installing and configuring,
105-106

pilot phases, first servers in, 65

processor utilization, 7

standalone servers, Windows Server 2008
installation, 104

virtual clustering, 356

Virtual Server, 13-14

virtual servers, 7

locally distributing on specific host sys-
tems, 73-78, 93-97

virtualization, 78-79

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), preparing,
275-279

web servers, virtualization, 12

Windows domain controller servers, 350

workload demands

analyzing, 88-92

capturing, 80-88

service groups, clusters, 355

service packs, keeping up with, 172-178

service-level agreements (SLAs), 50

services

Hyper-V, stopping, 165

monitoring, Task Manager, 387-388

Services snap-in, Server Manager, 205

Services tab (Task Manager), 387-388

Session, Users tab, Task Manager, 390

sessions. See guest sessions

settings

Performance Monitor, managing, 404

Task Scheduler, 201

Settings page (Manager console), 164

Setup log (Event Viewer), 394

Setup menu (VMM), 280

severs

backend enterprise messaging systems,
failover clustering, 355

database servers, failover clustering, 355

file servers, failover clustering, 355

print servers, failover clustering, 355

shared storage

clustering, 357

failover clusters, 359-362
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shared storage devices, Cluster Services, 359

multipath I/O, 363

VSS, 363

Shared storage—Sharedclustering, shared storage,
357

SharePoint 2007 Unleashed, 352

shutting down Server Core systems, 123

single quorum device cluster, Cluster Service con-
figuration, 359

single-server deployments, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 275

SMTP Server tools, 157

snapshot capabilities, Administration tool, 31, 38

snapshots

guest images, 146-147

guest operating system sessions, 145-147

guest sessions, server fault tolerance, 145

Hyper-V systems, planning for, 93-95

image rollback, 145

reverting, 147

soft faults (memory), 240

software, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), prereq-
uisite software, 277-278

sorting column headings and data, Event Viewer,
396

Source property (Event Viewer logs), 391

space, disks, checking, 190-191

speed, risks, compared, 58

split systems, virtual servers, distributing, 75

SQL database, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
278-279

SQL Express installation, VMM (Virtual Memory
Manager), 278-279

SQL mirroring, 351

SQL replication, 351

SQL Server Express database, installing, 280-284

standalone servers, Windows Server 2008 installa-
tion, 104

Standard Edition (Windows Server 2008), 102

start actions, virtual guest sessions, configuring
for, 373-374

static IP addresses, 106

static IPv4 IP addresses, assigning, 121-123

Status, Users tab, Task Manager, 390
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storage

clusters, adding, 370-371

iSCSI storage, 362

shared storage, failover clusters, 359-362

shared storage devices, Cluster Services, 359

storage area networks (SANs), 359

storage arrays (FC), 361

storage arrays (SAS), 361

storage capacity, checking, 193

Subscriptions folder (Event Viewer), 394-395

subsystems

disk, evaluating, 244-245

network, monitoring, 245-246

Summary of Settings screen (VMM), 285

Summary pane (Event Viewer), 390

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10

guest sessions, support, 26

switches, virtual switches

Hyper-V, 17

virtual network sement management, 165-167

System Center

OpsMgr 2007, 217, 233

VMM, 253-255

components, 255-256

consoles, 257-261

heterogenous VM management, 261-262

origins, 253-255

PowerShell, 256-257

System Center Capacity Planner 2007, 216, 233

System Center Operations Manager 2007, host
servers, managing, 169-170

System log (Event Viewer), 394

system memory, monitoring, 239-241

system performance

disk subsystems, evaluating, 244-245

monitoring, 224-226, 238-247

network subsystems, monitoring, 245-246

processor usage, analyzing, 243

system memory, monitoring, 239-241

thrashing, 241

system reports, predefined system reports, view-
ing, 408-409

System Startup and Recovery utility, 418-420

System Startup and Recovery utility 451



systems

disk subsystems, evaluating, 244-245

network subsystems, monitoring, 245-246

processes running, 211

Systems Center Operations Manager, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), integration, 267

Systems Services section, Roles page, Server
Manager, 195

T
Task Category property (Event Viewer logs), 391

Task Manager, 211, 386

Applications tab, 387

debugging, 386-390

hiding, 387

launching, 386

logging, 386-390

Networking tab, 388-389

Performance tab, 388

Processes tab, 387

Services tab, 387-388

Users tab, 389-390

Task Scheduler, 200-203

tasks

events, attaching to, 396

ScheduledDefrag, 201

ServerManager, 201

TCP/IP, 106

Next Generation TCP/IP, 106

TCP/IP tools, 411

ARP (Address Resolution Protocol), 415

DCDiag, 417-418

Ipconfig, 414-415

NetDiag, 417

Netstat, 415-416

Nslookup, 416-417

Pathping, 413-414

ping, 411-412

Route, 416

Tracert, 413

TechNet blog, Network Monitor, 211

technical goals and objectives, identifying, 43-49

deployment teams, 47-49

design teams, 47-49

scope of work, 43-45

timeframes, 45-47

templates, VM templates, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 265

Templates button, Navigation pane, VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager), 260

Terminal Services, 38

improvements to, 33

RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) 6.x client,
improvements to, 33-34

thin client Terminal Services, 1

TS Gateway, 34

TSWA (Terminal Services Web Access), 34

virtual guest sessions, managing, 32-34

Terminal Services tools, 157

test environments, server virtualization, 11

testing

clusters, 377

failover clusters, 376-377

project plans, 62-64

UPSs (uninterruptible power supplies), 192

testing environments, labs, results, 63-64

thin client Terminal Services, 1

virtual guest sessions, managing, 32-34

third-party toolsets, capacity analysis, 233-234

thrashing system performance, 241

time, Windows 2008, customizing, 107

time sequences, data capturing, VSA (Virtualization
Solution Accelerator), 86-87

time zones, Windows 2008, setting, 112-113

timeframes, migration and implementation, deter-
mining, 45-47

Timeline and Milestones section, migration docu-
ments, 60

toolsets, capacity analysis, third-party toolsets,
233-234

Tracert, 413

traffic of networks, monitoring, 246

Training Plan section, migration documents, 61

triggers, Task Scheduler, 201

systems452



troubleshooting Hyper-V

configuration-related problems, 424-425

installation-related problems, 422-423

networking-related problems, 423-424

TS Gateway, 34

TSWA (Terminal Services Web Access), 34

U
UDDI Services tools, 157

UniCenter NetCenter, 218, 234

uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), testing, 192

update.exe file, command-line parameters, 173

updates

automatic updates, 174-176

CD-ROM updates, 172-173

downloading, 114

installing, 114

keeping up with, 172-178

manual updates, 172-173

P2V conversions, effects, 302

server update services, 176-177

updating documentation, 192

upgrading Windows Server 2008, 103

UPSs (uninterruptible power supplies), testing, 192

User column, Users tab, Task Manager, 389

user connectivity, virtual servers, distributing based
on, 76-77

user interfaces, Event Viewer, 391-395

user roles

configuring, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
265-266

delegated administrator user roles, managing,
324-326

managing, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
322-324

modifying, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
330-331

removing, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
331

self-service user roles, managing, 326-330

user-defined reports, creating, 408
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users

end-user satisfaction, verifying, 67

monitoring, Task Manager, 389-390

user data, links between, 77

Users tab (Task Manager), 389-390

V
V2V (virtual-to-virtual) conversions, 310-316

best practices, 318-319

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 268

V2V Wizard, running, 311-316

Validate a Configuration Wizard, running, 363-366

validating backups, 192

verification, end-user satisfaction, 67

verifying

backups, 188

hardware, 191

versions

Windows 2000 SP4, 25

Windows Server 2003

x64, 24-25

x86, 24-25

Windows Server 2008

Datacenter Edition, 21-22

Itanium version, 20

Server Core, 22-23

x64, 23-24

x64-bit, Enterprise Edition, 20

x64-bit, Standard Edition, 21

x86, 23-24

Windows Vista x64-bit, 25-26

Windows Vista x86-bit, 25-26

Windows XP x64-bit, 26

Windows XP x86-bit, 26

VHD Configuration Wizard, 224, 237

video streaming media services, 1

viewing backup history, 186

views, Event Viewer, creating custom views,
392-393

virtual cluster servers, 356

virtual cluster servers 453



virtual copies of production, creating, V2V conver-
sions, 317

virtual guest images, Hyper-V, virtual-to-virtual
migration, 30

virtual guest sessions

administration, 31-34

core processors, dedicating to, 38

host clusters, creating for, 372-373

physical servers, consolidating down to, 37

protecting, guest clustering, 352-353

start actions, configuring for, 373-374

virtual guests, SANs (storage area networks), lever-
aging for, 36-38

Virtual Hard Disks option (Settings page), 164

virtual host systems, protecting, host clustering,
353-354

virtual hosts

Hyper-V, capabilities, 16-17

SANs (storage area networks), leveraging for,
36-38

virtual labs, creating, 317

Virtual Machine Identity page (Convert Physical
Server Wizard), 304

Virtual Machine Limit (Percentage) setting (Virtual
Processor), 221, 235

Virtual Machine Manager (VMM). See VMM (Virtual
Machine Manager)

Virtual Machine Reserve (Percentage) setting
(Virtual Processor), 220, 235

virtual machines, heterogeneous management,
VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 261-262

Virtual Machines button, Navigation pane, VMM
(Virtual Machine Manager), 260

Virtual Machines option (Settings page), 164

Virtual Memory, configuration options, 242

virtual network segments, managing, 165-167

Virtual PC, Microsoft acquisition of, 13

Virtual Processor settings, 220-222, 235-236

Virtual Server, 13

hosts, VMM support, 262

Virtual Server 2005, 14

Virtual Server 2005 R2, 14

Virtual Server 2005, 14

Virtual Server 2005 R2, 14

virtual servers, 7

choosing, 78-79

clustering, 356

host system environments

choosing, 92

sizing, 92-95

optimizing, 248

specific host systems, locally distributing on,
73-78, 93-97

workload demands

analyzing, 88-92

capturing, 80-88

workloads, combining, 90-91

virtual switches

Hyper-V, 17

virtual network segments, managing, 165-167

virtualization, 1, 7, 11-13, 73, 423

cost benefits, 8

development environments, 11

disaster recovery strategies, 12-13

environmental benefits, 8

guest sessions

candidates for, 78-79

candidates to be evaluated for, 79

secondary candidates for, 79

hardware capabilites, 8

high availability strategies, 12-13

Hyper-V, Windows 2008 Server role, 8-10

IT organization strategies, 8

Microsoft virtualization strategy, 13-15

migration, 67-69

best practices, 67-71

design phase, 53-56, 68-70

discovery phase, 49-52, 68-70

migration planning phase, 68, 71

migration/implementation phase, 67-68,
71

pilot phase, 64-67, 71

planning phase, 56-61

prototype phase, 62-64, 68, 71

Performance Monitor counters, 248

requirements, 19-24, 26-28

server consolidation, 11-12

virtual copies of production454



servers

analyzing workload demands, 88-91

capturing workload demands, 79-88

choosing host system environments, 92

choosing to, 78-79

identifying non-candidates, 90

proritizing, 78

sizing host system environments, 92-95

workload combinations, 90-91

test environments, 11

virtual servers, locally distributing on specific
host systems, 73-78, 93, 96

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 253-255

benefits, 269-270

best practices, 271-272

business continuity, 267-269

centralized management, 266

cluster support, 263

components, 255-256

consoles, 257-261

delegated administration environments,
269

disaster recovery, 267-269

dynamically adjusting environments, 269

guest operating system profiles, 264

hardware profiles, 264

heterogenous environments, 270

heterogenous VM management, 261-262

highly leveraged virtual environments, 270

ITIL (InformationTechnology Infrastructure
Library), 269

library, 263-265

origins, 253-255

P2V (physical to virtual) server conver-
sions, 268

PowerShell, 256-257

provisioning tools, 267

resource allocation, 268

roles-based access control, 265-266, 269

self-service provisioning, 267

server sprawl prevention, 267

System Center Operations Manager integra-
tion, 267
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V2V (virtual to virtual) server conversions,
268

VM conversion requirements, 270

VSA (Virtualization Solution Accelerator), 80

assessment metrics, 88

Collection-gathering Status, 85

configuring, 82-86

data capturing, 86-87

database, 83

installing, 81-82

Inventory Account Credentials, 84

Main screen, 82

network utilization reports, 89-91

non-virtualization candidates, 90

prerequisites, 80-81

server consolidation, 87-88

workload combinations, 91-92

Virtualization Management Console, 132

Virtualization Solution Accelerator (VSA), 80

virtualizatiuon

business goals and objectives

identifying, 40-43

technical goals and objectives

identifying, 43-49

VM conversion requirements

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 270

VM templates

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 265

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 1, 11, 38, 253,
255, 270, 273, 298

administration organization, 18

Administrator console, 289-290

adding hosts, 291-293

host cluster management, 295

host group creation, 293-294

host management, 294

installing, 284-286

monitoring capabilities, 297

role managerment and administration,
297-298

VM creation, 296

VM deployment, 296

VM management, 296-297
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VM migration, 296

VMM library configuration, 295-296

Administrator role, 321-322

benefits, 269-270

best practices, 271-272, 299

business continuity, 267-269

centralized management, 266

cluster support, 263

components, 255-256, 273-274

Administrator console, 274

local agent, 275

self-service portal, 274

supported operating systems, 276

VMM 2008 server, 273

Configuration Settings screen, 289

consoles, 257-258

Administrative console, 258-261

self-service portal, 258

conversions

best practices, 318-319

P2V conversions, 301-310

V2V conversions, 310-316

delegated administration environments, 269

Delegated Administrator role, 322

delegated administrator user roles, creating,
324-326

disaster recovery, 267-269

disk images, 264

dynamically adjusting environments, 269

guest operating system profiles, 264

hardware profiles, 264

heterogeneous VM management, 261-262

heterogenous environments, 270

highly leveraged virtual environments, 270

installing, 280-289

ISO image files, 264

ITIL (InformationTechnology Infrastructure
Library), 269

library, 263-265

adding VMware VM files to, 311

local agent, installing, 288

origins, 253-255

P2V (physical to virtual) server conversions,
268

Port Assignments screen, 283

PowerShell, 256-257

Prerequisite Checker, 281

prerequisite software, 277-278

provisioning, best practices, 344-345

provisioning tools, 267

resource allocation, 268

roles-based access control, 265-266, 269

self-service portal, installing, 286-288

self-service provisioning, 267

Self-Service User role, 322

self-service user roles, creating, 326-330

server sprawl, prevention, 267

servers, preparing for, 275-279

Setup menu, 280

SQL database, 278-279

Summary of Settings screen, 285

System Center Operations Manager, integra-
tion, 267

user roles

managing, 322-324

modifying, 330-331

removing, 331

V2V (virtual to virtual) server conversions, 268

virtual labs, creating, 317

VM conversion requirements, 270

VM templates, 265

VMs

deploying, 331-340

migrating, 340-343

VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3

managing, 30

VMM 2008 server component, 273

VMM Server, installing, 280-284

VMM tool, virtual guest sessions, managing, 32

VMs (virtual machines)

creating, VMM Administrator console, 296

deploying, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
296, 331-340

host groups, dragging and dropping onto,
342-343

VMM456



hosts, dragging and dropping onto, 342-343

managing, VMM Administrator console,
296-297

migrating, VMM (Virtual Machine Manager),
296, 340-343

owners, 305

P2V conversions, 301

domains, 302

finalizing, 310

performing, 303-310

RAM, 302

supported operating systems, 301-302

updates, 302

placement, 332-334

renaming, 304

V2V conversions, performing, 310-316

VMware, 7

hosts, VMM support, 262

migrating from, 29-30

Virtual Infrastructure, managing, VMM, 30

VM files, adding to VMM library, 311

volume media activation key (Windows 2008), 108

Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS), 93-95, 178

volumes, VSS (Volume Shadow Copy Service),
shared storage, 363

VSA (Virtualization Solution Accelerator), 80

assessment metrics, 88

Collection-gathering Status screen, 85

configuring, 82-86

data capturing, time sequences, 86-87

database, 83

installing, 81-82

Inventory Account Credentials screen, 84

Main screen, 82

network utilization reports, creating, 89-91

non-virtualization candidates identification, 90

prerequisites, 80-81

server consolidation recommendation, 87-88

workload demands, analyzing, 89-91

VSS (Volume Shadow Copy Service), 93-95, 178,
362

shared storage, 363
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W
WANs (wide area networks), connections, virtual

server distribution, 77-78

wbadmin.exe, backups, managing, 186-187

Web Access, 34

Web Server (IIS) tools, 157

Web Server Edition (Windows Server 2008), 103

web servers

performance monitoring, 410

virtualization, 12

web services, 1

weekly maintenance, Hyper-V systems, 190-191

Windows 2000 Server SP4, guest session support,
25

Windows 2008

automatic updating, enabling, 114

currency, customizing, 107

features, adding, 115

feedback, enabling, 114

Install Now page, 108

installing

clean version, 107-115

finalizing, 111-115

keyboard preferences, customizing, 107

language, customizing, 107

networking, configuring, 113

product key, entering, 108

time, customizing, 107

time zone, setting, 112-113

Windows 2008 Server Core, 172

Windows AIK (Windows Automated Installation Kit)
1.1, VMM (Virtual Machine, 277

Windows Deployment Services tools, 157

Windows domain controller servers, 350

Windows Firewall and Advanced Security feature,
Server Manager, 203-204

Windows integration tool, installing, 143-145

Windows Integration tools, 165

Windows Internet Naming Service (WINS) Server
tools, 157

Windows Logs folder (Event Viewer), 393-394

Windows Memory Diagnostics tool, 420-421

Windows Memory Diagnostics tool 457



Windows PowerShell 1.0, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 277

Windows Remote Management (WinRM), 162

Windows Server 2003

migrating to

pilot users, application usage require-
ments, 66

pilot users, geographical diversity, 66

speed and risk, comparing, 58

structured design documents, organizing
information, 55

table of contents (sample), 54

x64, guest session support, 24-25

x86, guest session support, 24-25

Windows Server 2003 Unleashed, 352

Windows Server 2008

certificate servers, virtualization, 79

database servers, virtualization, 79

Datacenter Edition, Hyper-V support, 21-22

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol),
79

edge servers, virtualization, 79

editions, choosing, 102-103

file servers, virtualization, 79

Hyper-V, 7

support, 19-21

Hyper-V systems, maintaining, 187-193

hypervisor, integration, 15

installing, 126

backing up files, 106

best practices, 126-127

computer name selection, 105

full version of Windows, 103-104

member servers, 104

minimum hardware requirements, 102

planning and preparation, 101-106

Server Core edition, 103-104

Itanium version, Hyper-V support, 20

maintenance practices, leveraging, 170

managing remotely, 155-162

migrating to, 39-40, 67-69

best practices, 67-71

business goals and objectives, 40-43

design phase, 52-56, 68-70

discovery phase, 49-52, 67, 70

Gantt charts, 57

migration planning phase, 68, 71

migration/implementation phase, 67, 71

pilot phase, 64-67, 71

planning phase, 56-61

project scope, 40

prototype phase, 62-64, 68, 71

technical goals and objectives, 43-49

Remote Desktop, 159-161

Remote Desktop RDC (Remote Desktop
Connection), 160-161

Server Core, Hyper-V support, 22-23

server roles, 1

upgrading, 103

x64, guest session support, 23-24

x64-bit, Enterprise Edition, Hyper-V support, 20

x64-bit, Standard Edition, Hyper-V support, 21

x86, guest session support, 23-24

Windows Server 2008 Unleashed, 352-353

Windows Server 2008 x64, VMM (Virtual Machine
Manager), 277

Windows Server Backup

backups, scheduling, 182-184

installing, 179-182

Windows server update services, 176-177

Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM), 212,
228

Windows Vista x64-bit, guest session support,
25-26

Windows Vista x86-bit, guest session support,
25-26

Windows XP x64-bit, guest session support, 26

Windows XP x86-bit, guest session support, 26

Windows-based guest operating systems,
installing, 130-134

WinRM (Windows Remote Management), 162

VMM (Virtual Machine Manager), 277

witness disks (cluster), 357

witness file shares (cluster), 357

wizards

Convert Physical Server Wizard, 303-310

Installation Wizard, 27

Migrate Virtual Machine Wizard, 340-343

V2V Wizard, 311-316

Windows PowerShell 1.0458



Validate a Configuration Wizard, 363-366

VHD Configuration Wizard, 224, 237

WMI Control snap-in, Server Manager, 205-206

work, scope, defining, 43-45

workgroups, names, determining, 105

Working Set, _Total counter, 226, 240

working sets, 240

workload demands, servers

analyzing, 88-92

capturing, 80-88

workloads

combining, VSA (Virtualization Solution
Accelerator), 91-92

virtual servers, distributing based on, 73-75

WSRM (Windows System Resource Manager),
212-213, 216, 227-232

calendar component, 215-216, 231-232

custom resource allocation resources,
214-215, 231

matching criteria rules, 214, 230

predefined resource allocation policy, 213-214

predefined resource allocation policy
templates, 229-230

X
x64 (SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10), guest

session support, 26

x64 (Windows Server 2003), guest session
support, 24-25

x64 (Windows Server 2008), guest session
support, 23-24

x64 Linux-based guest operating systems,
installing, 138-139

x64-bit, Enterprise Edition (Windows Server 2008),
Hyper-V support, 20

x64-bit, Standard Edition (Windows Server 2008),
Hyper-V support, 21

x86 (SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10), guest
session support, 26

x86 (Windows Server 2003), guest session
support, 24-25

x86 (Windows Server 2008), guest session
support, 23-24
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x86 (Windows XP), guest session support, 26

x86 Linux-based guest operating systems,
installing, 137-138

XenServer, 7

XenWorks, 253
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